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5*:mt-
pypetry of Noyth, Awl,eri,ca- W|1* dsts thi,5 yeaily 59 to (Ag? Dots North Avywri,cawl

tluFftyy hone Mi Uatl~i *loullK visitoyfrowL Tokyo, 59, 0¥ Nalwol~i*e A»Petskow

~re#i Hauakux. or Mowkreal akul bluxt: "It's w... so North A,KEY &(AA!"?

North America contains 4
many cultures. languages and tra-
ditions, stretching north from the
Colombian border (orthe Panama
Canal by sonic reckonings) all
the way to the Aleutian islands .
and eastward to Greenland. In
the following pages you'll find
articles from Mexico. Cuba. Puerto .
Rico. The United States and Canada. The
identity that emerges will, we suspect. be something
of a mosaic with many missing pieces. It will serve as
the kick-off for a book by UNIMA's* North American
Commission, which will fill in some of those missing
pieces. allowing a true picture to emerge of our diverse,
vibrant pupperry and its history.

After decades of planning- the World Encyclopedia of
Pig,lietry Arts finally appeared in 2009. It 's several inch-
es thick and, with 864 pages. weighs nearly 9 pounds. 44.b
There are over 500 plates. but the text is all in French.
Steve Abrams (one of our board members) contributed
over fifty articles to the massive tonie, and sent me
several that deal with North American subjects. As he North America-What is it?
points out in his entry for North America,*:': everyone North America ix a land mass made up of many countries
here came from somewhere else. beginning with the and islands. While some sources consider North and South
pre-historic migrations from Asia through Alaska and America to be a single continent. for our purposes it begins
accelerating after the voyages of Columbus. Everyone in the south at the border between Colombia and Panama,
brought their traditions and stories with them. Abrams extends northward through all of Central America. the
puts things in perspective: "It seems extraordinary that US and Canada. Greenland. the worldk largest island is.
16'11 century Spanish records of puppetry in "the New geographically, also a part of North America (being on the
World" actually pre-date the first specifically named North American tectonic plate). although, politically. it is
puppeteer in Great Britain and pre-date the creation of an independently governed country within the Kingdom
Bunraku in Japan." of Denmark. North American islands include Puerto Rico.

Cuba. Turks and Caicos. the Bahamas and others. though
So, puppetry in North America has a significant past. not Bermuda (which sits oil a different tectonic plate and
and an active and "many splendored" present. Find a is considered an oceanic island).
comfortable chair. read, and see for yourself.

4<:1:*

*UNIMA. the Union International de la Marionnette. ix the world'% oldev theatre
organization and is chartered under UNESCO. It has national center, iii 71 Countries
and tunction, as m international body fur tile furtherance of humanistic valite~
thi·ough the art of puppetry. Puppetry Internatic,nal k publi+hed by UNIMA-USA.

**For an English ver,ion ol Abram's North American entry. go to:

www.unima-usa.org/publications
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A word from the North American Commission
4,

1.ast summer. during the Puppeteers of America National Puppetry Editor
Festival in Atlanta, 1 organized and moderated a symposium about Andrew Periale
puppet theatre in North America. Among those arriving from Mexico, PO Box 252
Puerto Rico and Canada were members of the North American Strafford, NH 03884

Commission tor UNIMA. The symposium turned out to be extraordi- ab2periale@metrocast.net

nary. illuminating the wealth and diversity of puppetry arts within
oili- region. Designer/Assistant Editor

Bonnie PerialeThe idea to create a Commission for the North American region
was put forth by Jacques Trudeau during the 2004 UNIMA Congress

Historian / Book Review Editorin Croatia. The Congress approved the resolution and a commission
John Bellwas formed that same year. At the Congress four years later in Perth.

john.bell.puppeteer@gmail.comAustralia. Jacques Trudeau was elected Secretary General of UNIMA:
I was elected president of the young commission, with 13 members Web Guru
representing the countries of the region. Donald Devet

The Commissionk objective is to advocate fur the development
and promotion of puppetry arts iii North America through exchanges, Advertising
special projects. publications and workshops. as well as by provid- Reay Kaplan

reaypuppet@yahoo.coming support to puppet festivals and the UNIMA national centers in
our reeion. Membership Services

Among its upcoming projects. we plan to publish a tri-lingual Meghan Fuller
(English. French. Spanish) selection of articles about North American

Controllerpuppetry. This edition of  Puppetry International constitutes the begin-
Lisa Rhodesning of that project.

Dr. Manuel A. Mordn Peer Review Committee
4 Chair - Dassia Posner (UCorm)

John Bell (UConn & MIT)
Eileen Blumentlial (Rutgers U.)

Bradford Clark (Bowling Green U.)
Kalliy Foley (U.CA Riverside)

Claudia Orenstein (Hunter C.)
Colette Searls {UMBC)e

Board of Directors, UNIMA-USA, Inc.
Founding President - JIM HENSON

Lynn K. Jeffries - President
Steve Abranis' - VP. Procedures

6 Karen Smith' - VP. Committees
TERE MARICHAL 06 ,.- Colette Searls - Secretary

Claudia Orenslein - VP, Publications

Stephen Kaplin - Treasurer
Marianne Tucker
Blair Thomas
Kathy Foley
Heather HensotiSeveral noteworthy exhibits have coine to our attention lately.
Irina Niculescu*The Mikhail Zakin Gallery, in Demerest, N,I, dedicated the late summer to

about a dozen contemporary puppet artists. including Elephant Tango (Boston. *UNIMA International Councilor
MA). Sandow Birk & Elyse Pignolet (I.ong Beach. CA) and Miss Pussycat
and Quintron (New Orleans, LA). Ex-Officio Board Members

Vincent Antliony - General Secretary
Allelii Kurten - ConsultantIii the spring, the Katonah MuNeum of Art iii upstate New York mounted a Michael Nelson - Consultant. Procedures

major exhibit: "The Art of Contemporary Puppet Theater." which featured Andrew & Bonnie Periale - Publications
Bart P. Rocoberlon - Consultantwork by Roman Paska, Hanne Tierney, Dan Hurlin. Janie Geiser. William

Kentridge. Ralph Lee, Julie Taymor. Basil Twist and others. This show was
curated by Leslee Asch. longtime Executive Director of the Jim Henson Production
Foundation and Producing Director ofall five Henson International Festivals Terrie Ilaria, I.illian Meierof Puppet Theater-who better to mount a truly world-class exhibit? SFEINWAY STUDIO

77
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Itle9 al Im,~ Nkisx, 0-1/l 5-ta*. . . 01 joy Chilotrept?
by Manuel A. Moran Martinez, Ph.D.

Illegal immigration
Introduction -

(Rcidio): Immigrants have taken to the city streets en mas'x . story. relating it to current themes and contextualizing it iii the
They demand respect and equality. Throughout new environment ofthe Hispano-American immigrant. IMA.ti
the country there are reports oidemonstrations Pinocho ! A Mexican Pinocchio is 'about a puppet boy 'sjourney,
in support of immigrant rights. Thousands ol about his own understanding ol himself while struggling to
them declare that they are neither a hindrance maintain his Latino heritage and lind his home in a tiew land:
nor an expense to the country. On the contrary. the United States.
they are hardworking individuals who contribute
to the country ' s economy . They demand The (incilogies
recognition and ...'  (There 's a strange sound. in the original Pine,cchio story. a cat and a wolf ( a coyote in
The watchman gets tip and turns offthe radio.) some versions ) trick the puppet a5 he makes his way to school .

promising him a better life in the theater. That is how they arrive
Thus begins the one-man children's theater piece, i Mva Pinocho.' A at "Pleasure Isiand." a place where everything appears to be fun.
Merican Pinocchio, a new adaptation of the famous classic story, In my version. a coyote named Lobo trickx the puppet "Pino
The Adventurex Of Pillocchic), (1883) by Carlo Collodi ( 1826- 1890 ) Nacho." building up his expectations that at "Al Otro Lado" ( the
Narrated from the perspective ofa young boy from Mexico who enters Other Side) he can make fast money to help his father:
the United States illegally, thi play addresses such immigration to the
U . S . The immigrant population pays a high price , as they are uprooted Coy,)te: Sure. that 's what they tell us, but
from their mother culture. This is one of the social consequences of school is not for me. And what I need
the worldwide immigration phenomenon, a theme not often broached is to make some quick bucks. I know
with ourchildrenandyouth. Thatis why Idecideditwas necessary to how to do it and where to find them.
bring it onstage in children's theater.

Pinocho: Bucks, money'? You know where to
1 do most ofmy theater mid education work in New York City. New York find money? 1 have to help Papa,
is an archetype of a city made up by immigrants. Sadly, even though it because we have no money.
is considered one ofthe theatre capitals ofthe world. New York offers
little by way ofchildren 's theater. apart from Disney film adaptations Coyote: Of course . 1 know. but not here .
of classic European stories presented on Broadway stages. There's not even a place where you can

drop dead here.
The approval of Law SB1070 in the State of Arizona has ratcheted up
the intensity. In April 201 (), the Govemor ofArizona, Jail Brewer, signed Pinocho: That 's what rve heard . Papa hasn ' t
thetoughestanti-immigrationlawinthe U.S. Thislawauthorizes police been able to sell anything at his store..
to detain any undocumented person that is ali illegal immigrant, or that
looks "reasonably suspicious" according to his/her racc ororigin . Many Coyote: Without a job there 's no money,
advocacy groups. along with President Obama, have denounced the law without money there's no food. You
as unjust, emphasizing it goes against liberty and democracy. pool- thing. It's going to be rough for

you and your dad.
In order to narrate and effectively dramatize the predicament of the
illegal Mexican immigrant in the U . S .. 1 decided to update Pinocchb). PinOilio: But that ' s why I ' m going to school .
Originally written by the Italian Carlo Lorenzini (Collodi), the
Pinocchio character was immortalized by Disney in its 1940 animated Copite: It will take you years ! But not me !
film, Pill()Cchio. Since childhood , I have been attached to this classic I ' ll make it fast . There are many who
story about a boy puppet that wanted to become human (so much so. have gone to the Other Side and made
that in 1983, I interpreted the title role for the school theater iii my town mone y fast.
in Vega Baja. Puerto Rico).

Pinocho: The Other Side? Where 's that place?
Pinocchio's story is in many ways analogous to the immigrant
experience . Pinocchio was a wooden puppet that aspired to be more: Coyote: It 's a beautiful and fun place . [ Where]
he wanted to be a boy of flesh and blood. He was looking for a place all your dreams come true.
where "dreams come true." Such original traits led me to "Latinize" the
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Like so many immigrants who abandon their home country to Citrni vitiern: Freedom is not free . You have to pay for
improve their economic situation, Pino Nacho agrees. every-thing rve given you. You came here

looking for what I had. Right? Well, now
After Pino Nacho decides to go "Al Otro Lado" or "to the United you have to pay for it. What's that? You have
States." he begins to have fun. A reviewer writes: no money? Then you imist work to pay off

your debt.
Iii the original tale , the Land of Toys ( Paese dei Puloc-

chi) mixes the aspects of a morality tale with those ot ; Viva Pinocho ! employs familiar images. stereotyped visions ot
social critique. And so. too, is this the case iii the Teatro Mexicans as well as o f North Aniericans: Uncle Sam and a Mexican

"charro" with a mariachi hat and poncho. The adult public has reactedSEAk version of the tale. The Disney version of Carlo
adversely to such portrayals, which I insist on iii order to stress their

Collodi ' s The Adventures of Pinocchic) had changed
ridiculous nature. They serve as "hooks"to call attention to and stress

the Land of Toys (the setting in the original novel) to the contrast betw'een both.
Pleasure Island (ostensibly, an amusement park) in the
animated US version. Teatro SEA's version is similar The Stromboli characterand the children's gllide to -Pleasure Island'

in the original story are now merged unto "El Carnivalero,- modeled
in more ways to the Pleasure Island-amusement park

after Uncle Sam. In this play. this characterannounces atthe beginning
concept. Both places are cursed. (Karen Smith, writer that everything is fun. something Pinocho begins to experiment with.
and current Vice President of UNIMA-USA) However, further on in the story, he discovers the harsh reality that

not everything is in fact fun. According to Karen Smith:

Having forgotten his duties. the new stagelit sunoundings soon
blinded our small lead, who was then warned by constricted ,the play deals in two stereotyped images: the stereotypi-

puppets that had lost their freedom. cal poncho-sombrero-clad-dozing "-Mexican". i.e.. the

victim: and the industrial-Military-Complex-and-Ugly
American bigot-racist stereotype of the United States. i.e.,

Marionetii I : Get out while you can . get out ! Don ' t
the victimizer. While some adult audience members maybe fooled. At least you are not

controlled by strings. have felt the portrayal wa~ a little too simple in itx stereo-
typing of Mexican immigrants and US persecution. for a

Pinocho: What? 55-minute production. the play succeeds in broaching im-

Marioneta 2: We used to think that we had no »mieration issues with children and presenting the complex

freedom. but we were able to move nature of the issue. And iii the light of Arizona passing its
around and do what we wanted. But recent controversial state law targeting illegal immigrants.
now all we do is work. a law that would negatively profile the Latino community.

perhaps Teatro SEA's '-simple- depiction of victim andMarioneta 1 : Not everything is the way it seems . We
came here full of hope, and look how victimizer may not be too far off the mark. It is clear that
we ended up. intelligent and sensitive dialogue over such an important

social issue is more needed than ever.
Pinocchio chooses to continue having fun so as to avoid thinking
about what he had left behind. This situation dwells on the initial
process of being uprooted. when hope still lingers. This is the Another familiar icon. which turns up oIl stage, is the Virgin
experience of many Latin American immigrants. This new and of Guadalupe. For us. the image of the Virgin of Guadalupe is
more technologically saturated environment. fast paced life, and immediately linked tothe Mexican folkloreand cult,iraltradition, thus
ati altogether different lifestyle. not only shocks, butalso captivates becoming enormously compelling for our staging of i Fiva Pinocho'
the recent arrival, This illusion of personal progress and the She assumes the key role of the Blue Fairy in the original story. As
ultimate arrival at the famous home of what is commonly invoked in the original version. she is responsible for granting wishes and
as "the American Dream," soon becomes their focus. But. like in dreams. starting with that of (jepetto (-[)on G.: in my version).
the original story, Pinocchiosoonbecomes adonkey, something Itisshewho grants himthelife 01'hispuppet. Guadalupealsoacts
common among all children who refused to study  l associate this asa saving conscience and teacher of important life lessons. 1 ler
image with immigrants. because their biggest complaint is that appearance always evokes the memory ol-what has been left behind.
they must work ceaselessly in order to survive iii the U.S. or lost. a cultural memory.
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During his journey to "Al Otro Lado (The ()ther Side)," Pino Nacho \ ff 1 0 1 12 'meets with a Mariachi de Calaveras. They are skeleton puppets wearing
mariachi hats that hold traditional musical instruments, attempting to f k " ''\ ,
play regional Mexican music to no avail. They sound out oftune, are
uncoordinated and don't seem to remember the best-known melodies or I' ''' 41
songs from the mariachi repertoire. Pino Nacho helps them to remember r- 1 .' . ''
the songs and is taken by surprise at how these mariachi music specialists 1 '4.2
have forgotten their own tradition.

Pino Nacho. still a recent arrival, has not yet lost contact with his , f-..,

immediate past. as he hiniselfexplains.

Mariachi I : Look who 's talking . It 's happening to you ,
too. You're already forgetting.

Pinocho: No. no . (to himself) Oh no, this is what the
marionettes were talking about. They all li/*#t v ,/ /1 \

1s,iher from the "Forgetful Disease."

Maritichi 2: (,nocking) Yes . Sir _ mister know - it-all '' 1 ,
Pinocchio is starting to forget things too.

*'

Pinocho: It 's Nacho, i Nacho !

Mariachi 3: At least we don ' t have those horrible
donkey 's ears . (They latigh)

Pinoelle): Donkey s ears ? * ti
Mariachi 1 : You are turning into an ass ! ( Ther lam:h)

Mariachi 2: Into a working mule .

It is at that moment when all realize that they are losing their cultural VII{GIN 01· GUAI),\1.91· A DI it()1<,All Hilh I
essence. Even Pino Nacho has "fallen ill" with the "Forgetful
Disease." He begins to turn into a beast of burden. Like every PliI)IC): RIC]IARI) MARIN-0

illegal immigrant, he must face the music. Survival becomes the
epicenter of life. one must work and work iii order to survive.

Our children deserve a children's theater that is fantastic, fun.
Rendering non-traditional and taboo themes in children's theater is but also profound. relevant and a total experience. We have had
an act of'courage and responsibility. It has been interesting to observe enough mindless children's theater that underestimates their
how the staging provokes the spectators. This has been corroborated capacity. If as creators we treat our public with dignity. it will
by the diverse reactions according to the different audiences: New dignify us with a response. The public deserves good art and has
York, Mexico City and San Juan. I've received responses ranging from a right to know and to understand the reality that surrounds it.
"bravos" to tense applause. from "congratulations" to "how dare you?"
from "this is not for kids" to "all children should see this." Dr. Moran is the Founder and CEO of TEATRO SEA,
With this adaptation I sought to achieve something different: not just NYC's Latino Children's Theatre. He is part of the Ex-
a well crafted production. but also a foray into a thought-provoking ecutive Committee of UNIMA and is the current Presi-
theme. one that would initiate a parent/children, teacher/student or dent of UNIMAs North American Commission.
child/child dialogue. This is why I decided to give the play an open He is an actor, writer, and puppeteer who lives in New
end, so that the public can arrive at its own conclusion. That is where York City and maintains a residence in Puerto Rico.
the theater experience assumes the characterof a tota| experience. since www.manuelmoran.com
the spectator becomes a participant.
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Lou Harri40-Pl: fou*tdi*tg th Pufpd- Art
by Kathy Foley

Lou Harri , ion ( 1917 -2003 ) wa$ a multi - ,./ 1 :1~ were other work~.at the puppet theatre
faceted California arti~t who ha~ been rec- .0 - \ 01 patrotie~, Pi-itices„ de Polignac m 1924
ognized a. one of the important Amencan j The 1-act that the„e puppet/ma~ work,
compo *eis ot the twentieth century Hh -/ were patt ot the Prince,4 , homo0exually -
niuve work ha0 been detailed with attention '/ 9 , 1 f oriented uroup may have drawn him toward

her model, too Dream, ot 0oirde, like theto hi~ 4tudy with Henry Cowell and Arthur „,1~*f /11' '
Schonberg and ht~ collaboration„ with Harry *""~  " ,t~'~'9~1~ Princes~'4 Par14 Aaloti would tihpire him
Pal'tch. Virgil Thompfon. and John Cage **4 .· '» 44 to build the pit for puppet perlot mance4 m
(who first chanced on the I Ching due to the middle of hi~ great room m the Apto,.
Lou\, intere40 in China) In the world of , i „,mr, . , 4 , Calitorma hilli year~ later But lacking
dance Lou's work with lummanes hke Jean '.:~ A, ,'{, .,; 4, t·?·'.% 6 . p¥ .F: .," ·,re*;;* the Prince~'0 Singer Sewing Machine
Erdman of Open Eye Theatre. Bonny Bird. f tv t ,% 2' 46 fit/ST /, '' ~.,6,· fortune. Lou bidedhi~time. enduring New
Bella Lewit,ky. and Mark Morrif have been 4 1'~,"*£~4,.~,4k ••0~ *- 4 : , ..,gL 3 York not~e and cold before e0caping into

'4, 4,
lauded But the puppet piece of his life ha,, t. 1, .* 1. ,,1 .., 9.¢ ': ',, .4. ., ...„ the more mentally peaceful and arti~ti-
been ove,looked-perhap4 even dixmi0sed , '.,~ \ 1.5...'= ~ ''.04' .'.r cally tultillmg tuvon of  the art; at Black
Maior ,tudiex by musicians (Miller and #•,J»,¢4 ·:4  + ~ * 3,~,, C:,· -·e,~ ,~2 Mountain Cc,Ilege and finally returning to
Lieberman) and a 2007 revival ot h,0 mo~t f:,9 4 1«, i \2'1 +~r- , : =f' hi4 mtellectual home in the Ba> area by
:inibitiow, opera. Young Cae.icir. undet the , .t# · *: '4, . *4 '1 7---- 2,11., . the 19504 where, through hi0 intere~ m

liew mil>vc- puppet,cene
„-:y' Astan muve, he would become part of a

was only due to fixcal con„traint0 and the It wa, the 196(A, and Sam Scrippi - the
Lou HARRISON'S HELEN OF TROY

whe ot puppet~ dimmt,hed the work The„e Oakland-ba$ed hen to a new„paper for-
%1:ltemelit4 come hom a viewpoint that tune-w:r, intere,ted m dance. mu~ic. and
nitvnterpret, his attiaction to object theatre While he convdered puppet, of Ava Sam wa~ a technical and lighting devgner for
acton.,ingerN. and dancer, perfectly tme. there wa, an a„pect that varioui Calitornia theatre, H10 wife. Lut,e. w:10 a modern dancer
drew hilii to puppetty and never wa~ ab4ent from h , 0 vivi,11 of mufic who had gone to lticlia and xeen her dance m rvana i n the /1/m, Mu
theatre. which increa~ed after hi. encouitter0 with Ava natram 01- Balagra,wati Sanii intele~twa4 inclined perhaps more

A, a young and iather naive puppeteer, 1 did not know who Lou towaril Indone~ta (I remember vtting next to Sani Scripps all the
wa0 the night he came to one ot my 1980 rod puppet pertorniance0 0unimer of 1974 a~ the two 01 u. patiently carked our Indonevan
that had an audienceofonly two I learned that night thatvie i, not puppeb) Begmning 111 1963. Sam atici Louise Scripp0 e~tabli0hed
an issue Lou became a lifelong friend and wrote rav~hing muvc tor the American Society lor lia,tern Art,. a 0ummer program that be-
my puppet,how, and hr, companion that night, compo~er Vincent came the Black Mountain College of thoie intere0ted in Avan art
MuDermott. had me work on libretti for two of hii opera0 and then- tu,lon0 Lou. who wa# alway0 looking Weu toward Ava

Lou'$ v,Aion of a perto, mance where muve. devgn and perfor- in4tead ot Ea~t toward hui-ope. wa. there along with compo~n
mance could interme~ had been formed a, a youth m San Fran- Steve Retch and Terry Reilly and plippeteer~ Julie Taymor and Larry
ct,co watching Ralph Che~ei puppet theatre m the 19300 When Reed. among otheti At Centei tor World Muitc. Lou \va# able to
I interviewed him $1Aty year0 later. he uvidly recalled Che~e\, vudy additional Avan muve, He would learn Ja,ane4e and. later.
lf,//peror ./cme, a. a tran4torniative experience the viiual devgn Sundatie,e gamelan with teacherf from th14 program At the ,aine
of marionette, and 0etting. the narrative. lighting. and percu.vi,11 time. he taught wot ]~ic)p, about conipovtion meorporating Avan
ravi~hed the young HarriMin Bruce Che~e (Ralph»,on). ma 2() 10 elenient0 (Chine~eand Korean) intheprograni Hefound thenorld
interview about that production. remembered that the drum, played of fhado\~ through the Avan connecticm anvell and became part
by hi0 mother became the beating heart of th:it Geiti,ii/Awn/werk of the back-up band tor Paulme Benton who had been m retire-
Percu~on and puppetry became a mix that Hart-~on would pur,ue ment from her career doing Chine„e ~hadow~ Collaboration with
A, Ralph took over puppetry for the San Franciwo WPA. which Paulinei Red Gate Playeri for performancex iii San Franci„co and
funded the arb, di,ring the Great Depreivon. Harrifon worked toi C).lat (,ccurred :1, Lou lured her out ot retirement The pre0entation
the oreanitation. xtudying Ralphi work at the ~ame time he wa~ 01 White Snake turned him again toward puppet-muve patring~
developing h14 muvcal chop$ and intele~ m world mu~ic and Giveli a cortittil-lon with :in opportunity to do what he wanted
i,Nrument building under Henry Cowell ( rather than the comm t -toner ' 0 0 pec i t ication0 ) m 197 1. he dec ided

By the 19404, when Lou became a muve critic m New York. he to do an opera that would have puppetf. narration. and percuHion
had the image ofatheatre of puppetiand muve E/retab/0 th. manc +core Mu~ciati, weredrawn from collaborator0 111 Benton*,group
Pain} l Ma,ter Peter \ Puppet Show. 1923 ) by Manuel de Falla wa~ KQED art ditector Bill Jone, devgned rod puppet~ thatbecame the
hiemodelfromearly on Th,4 xhort puppet work was tir0tpre0ented. youthtul Caehar and retmed Ptince ot Bithynia. object of Caeiar'.
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affection Lou created an exquivte rolling heroll (now at UCSC While we did eventually figure out how to make the beautiful
,pectal Collection,) where the backdrop would change from court ,core work with a,maller group. I never quite managed to hit the
to vifta It wa, "rathet like a wmaug beber/' ( an Indonevan scioll high notes Still there wax our Hamlet and Falistin at \Vittell |)[frg
puppet theatre) noted Lou Robert Gordoni libretto wa4 of ,tar- where Hanilet ( not yet returned to Denmark) is Fauxt'; xtudent
cro~ed loven But it wa0 not your mother"0 -:ill Ga,111. divided hanging out with Ro„encrantz and Guilden0tern Gretchen. torn
into three part<' Cae,,ar The ep,0(,de ba0ed on hi~ory $howed young between her magical ,educer and the melancholy prince, m the end,
and ambitiou# Cae;ar in a lovele~ marriage lo~ing h,5 heart and abandon, both Loui mood songs were Just right for puppeti-the
dallying in the Ea~ta~ the loverol Nicomede; IV Muvcal mode~ot beautiful Helen wafted through the air Emotionx that drag human0
eav and wev intertwined m the compo~tion Art,010 floin the San to batho~ puppets can pull up and pull off
Francisco gay community and their ~upporterx embraced the prolect I watched a new production ot Young C.'tte.,ar m 114 lavi,,h
a. an opportunity for being artful and out Gay poet Paul Mariah mounting tor Yerba Buena Center in San Franci~co in 2007 It wa4
directed. longtime Hart i,Oli collaboratorand former +tudent Robert being adverti~ed as the end of the "Long March" from a mere pup-
Hughe$ conducted Origmal in~trument, werebuilt by Lou ~ partner pet,how to xomething that had tinally reached apotheo~ a fully
Bill Colvig -Gay Cae0ar" caueed a tiuy ainong ~me parent* who 4taged grand opera I looked at the costunie0. which might have
brought children tor the -puppet xhow " Audience member Alan worked tor a drag 0how. and ~aw the actorA giving themielves ovcr
Cook remenibe~ winged phallu,~ tlying though the air a. one to melodrama. and I knew how much better it would have played
effect (There are 4ome thing% theatre can do on/r with puppet~ ) it kept with puppeti
Though the Image flew over the head~ of M)me, muvcan Richard Puppet; are. a, Klet;t pointed out. a,uperior medium for 0ome-
Dee remember04 -A little old lady came up after the ihow vying thing that 1, bigger (a~ thinvaO onmaller than the everyday They
We eipecially loved the buttertlie~i'" nieet the mir,ic and their movement materializes sound Those puny

The project re-whetted Loui appetite fur puppetry He would vngen on 0tage could hit all the notes but they looked maudhn a~
hoft the San Franci#co Bay Area Puppet Guild crowd m h,4 great they ca,t themielve~ tothetloorto portray that pathoi of youthful
room to di,cuH muvcand puppeti Inthe 198(KLoudid hii puppet firit pa~ion orlonging for other world~ Puppet, would have been
vet-0ion of Pin j and Boot; at Millf College . taking the priticiplef truer to the piece
he learned doing Javane~e ~hadow puppetty pertorniance4 with 1 believe it is t!114 ability of puppeb-to be pure truth for emotion
game/an and applying them to a'lu~t mtoliation' Americatigamelan otherwi~e too raw-thatcau0ed Harri~on togravitate towardthe pup-
that he and Bill were inventing, and a tolk itory Script wa~ by gay pet4. build hi~ gamelan, and teach people how to play for $hadow$
activi4t Carter Wil,on and the wonderful wrought-iron imagei ot or figures A4 a composer, he could hear mu,ic that wa4 playing in
Whittington and cat were by Oakland art,4 Mark Bulwinkle who. hi~ head that wa0 not yet ~ounded and a. a creatorsee image. that
after the production. prefented Lou with a umaller puppet 4et called were waiting to be Puppeb were just cio,,er to that world he could
Bill and Lcm '; Eic client Adventitre that ~howed Lou and partner envivon While he wrote for syniphonie~ and ballet companies
riding their battered Volle,wagen bu~ canoeing. and #nielling and appreciated tho>,e collaborations. if he had been born. as might
the tlower•, The~e puppet, were only 1  int performed. ala~, at the have suited him, a0 a Princesh de Polignac he would have written
celebration of life followingthedeath ot Bill Colvig, Lou; loving a raftof puppet opera.~ to mount with hi~ triend~ in h,4 great room
partner of over thirty yean I wa~ the puppeteer and Lou and hix on 1114 California hill overlooking the Pacific
friend and assi,tant Charle, Hanson provided the mu,ic A$ 1 cio„ed a book he had given me. and that I wa$ uhing

Lou gave me Ovid ' s Metamorplio#e,4 hoping we could do a tor re~earch for thii piece , a flyer xlipped to the floor It read "//
production I countered with the idea of Faint for an 1985 produc- Girelic) Dramci Mic.~iccil . Venice 1682, featuring the Carter Family
tion at UCSC I wa$ doing Fati,/ with actor4 and xoine puppetry Marionette4 iii a Jacomo Melani Opera" -the note on the flyer.
and planned to then shrink it mto warang golek to tour with my in,cribed in Loui breathtaking calligraphy. 0ent love and hug0
muiicia114 The idea wa4 to create American Kiynymg with wNern and told me to 0ee th10 opera. "A wondertul romp' With ~uperbly
narrative and mood xong0 in my vocal range We agreed that the performed mu~C, too " Work in which puppetf and music mixed.
muvc would be playable on my ~m:ill gamelan with the addition he embraced with enthuwasm
ot flute or harp Before 1 knew it 1 had a score that ranged from We never did our Metamorphme, or out- Waster Peter, but from
the stratospheric Aoprano to the ba~iev baR and required a lull time to time vnce hi" death I have come acre„h the Karen Blixen
g~mlekni , a We~teni contemporary percuHion enxemble ( provided by puppet play he gave me. The Revenge 01 Truth and read "When
Willy Winant). and a baroque orche,tra I.ou did not think 0mall we fir,t began. no one knew what his role wah like Indeed. we

Al)VERTI,W.lf; ip Pt'Pli:'I'RY IN'17(Ri.\TION.\L

AD submissions or inquiries:
for spring-

AD deadlines: February 1, 2011 Reay Kaplan
9202 Jefferson Square Ct

for fall- Decatur, GA 30030 USA
August 1, 2011 reaypuppet@yahoo com
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Phone Imerviews
Chesse. Bi·uce. 8 luly 2(31(1
Cook, Alan. 11 July 201().
Diamond, Jody. 11 July 201(}.

&*A
Miller, Leta and Fredric 1.ieberman. 1998.
Lott Harris<)11 : Composinx am)-1( 1 . Oxford & NY: Oxford University Press .

Kathy Foley's scholarly pursuit of Southeast Asian puppetry has
taken her through most of that region. She is a professor of theater
arts at UC Santa Cruz , the editor of Asian Theater Journal and has
performed as a dalang of wayang golek rod puppets and

MAAAMAAMAAAM wayang orang dance drama for more than 20 years.

Lou HARRISON

COVELLO & COVELLO HISTORICAL PHOTO COLLECTION

E- MAIL : PHOTO @ BRATTONONLINE . COM San Francisco-based
Ensemble Parall@leourselves didn't know. for who can know what a character

will look like on the stage? But now we have said those lines performed Lou Harrison's opera
we had in us. we haven't kept a single one back. and when "Young Caesar" at the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts
the curtain falls, no one can have any doubt what we really
were.- There is no doubt that Lou Harrison-musician. gay
activist, visual artist. and world soul-was a puppeteer. www.voutube.com/watch?v=1393EGdD6Pc&feature=email
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THE TORONTO SCHOOL OF PUPPETRY
Administered by the Puppetmongers

Invites participants to
explore the arts in puppetry:

Weekend & Evening Workshops

Puppetry Exploratory Laboratory

Day of Fresh Ideas in Puppetry

The Spring intensive
Master Classes

Please visit
www.puppetmongers.com

or call 416-469-3555

B S JIM HENSON FOUNDATION
<Ji r

Ff Nearly 600 Grants Awarded Since 1982

For over 25 years, The Jim Henson Foundation has supported puppet theater
artists across the country through annual grants. Please visit our website for
funding guidelines and past grant recipients.

Also, be sure to check out the Puppet Happenings section of our website,
the premiere place to find out about puppet theater occuring in New York City
and around the country.

The Tale of Two Bad Mice - Thistle Theater
2009 Children's Grant

www. hensonfoundation.org
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CakkeUers:
W~ye &0 108 00+H,e frowd wF\.01 awe ·wd WAE¥e are 'vot 6«f

by Louise Lapointe

Quebec is known for the diversity and dynamism of its also. so we must widen the opportunities to present these ex-
cultural scene. For more than fifty years, since the "quiet traoidinary shows to the public.
revolution." all art forms have witnessed extraordinary in-
vention and creativity. One may axsert that puppetry art has Since 2006, Castelierh has organized an international annual
certainly been an impoitant actor in this ongoing expansion festival Les trois jours de Casteliers. as well as smaller scale
on stage. television and in the new media. We must inKist that <easonal activities. For example. each summer. we plan with
it is the professional artists. along with a very few amateurs. Puppets Up! and La Maisonnette des Marionnettes. a tour ofa
who have opened and led the way to the vitality and radiance foreign family performance. Each fall. we co-present with La
of our milieu today. Chapelle. an adult perforniance. Last spring. we inaueurated

Cind-Casteliers devoted to the projection of documentaries or
In the forities. Madame Micheline Legendre brought puppet- animation films devoted to puppetry
ry its first -lettres de noblesse." A learned artist. she produced
innumerable shows and organized the first international 1.e, troix jours de Casteliers constitutes our main event. Orga-
puppet festival iii Montreal. during the world exhibition. nized iii collaboration with the arrondissement d'Outremont.
Expo 67. Her work influenced the way we would consider we create a snapshot of conteniporat-y puppetry during the four
puppetry: a true art form. to be studied. practiced. mastered day festival. It takes place inside one theatre. on three differ-
and taught. Several of her apprentices became excellent art- ent stages, through a program of reinarkable performances for
ists, devoted to creating their own companies. or teaching family and adult audiences. short forms. exhibits. workshops.
their nidtier at the university and provoking a first outburst roundtable discussions and films.
of interest fur puppetry art

Here again. it is the professionals who first gathered and made
Felix Mirbt has also been a major influence for the recog- the festival come to life. Casteliers owes the artists a great debt
nition of puppetry as a true art form. iii the seventies, his of gratitude for their passionate support and immense generos-
designs and directions transformed the way we consider ity. Over the years, Casteliers has acquired increasing public
manipulation. The impact of his creations still resonates in recognition and. last year. the festival welcomed full houses!
Feveral contemporary performances.

In the f ifties, we opened up to the world. L'AQM (Asso-
ciation qudbOcoise des marionnettistes) made a major leap
forward onto the international scene and promoted the Que-
bec companies. La Semaine mc,ndiale de la marionnette, an "=1~31' 40.0international biennial festival held in Jonquitre. introduced , pe :7444ils to foreign creators. In the first decade since 2000, we
witnessed a booming development of young companies,
many offspring of senior ones. and also bright new young
graduates from theatre schools. We noticed a renewed inter-
est iii the art of puppetry for adults. Also. artists from other 4.
discipline>, started to use puppets iii their performances. and
new media invaded the workshops.

c~euers
Thus. the time seemed ripe in 2005 to create Casteliers in
Montreal. where so many puppeteers are living and working. u.'and so many artists from other disciplines are interested in
knowing more about the art form. The number of new cre-
ations far exceeds the capacities of theatres  regular seasons.
The offer of excellent foreign performances is expanding,

MARCELLE HUDON PHOTO. ESABELLE CAUCHY
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L'ILLUSION PUPPET THEATRE

A cof,labcrativ-€ afFIroad,1
The idea and realization of Casteliers' activities are made possible gaining iii our community. The response to Casteliers' endeavors
through the collaborative appic,ach we have favored from the confirms the importance of providing opportunities foryoung and
stall. We platt several 01 our projects in collaboration with other old companiesto perform. and forthe public, children and adults.
partners: the AOM. l'Ecole superieure de thO:itre at I UQAM todiscovernewartists and new facets of puppetry.
(Universitd du Quebec a Montrdal) and a number of presenters
around the city of Montreal. We also collaborate with present- Looking towards the next five years. Casteliers shall pursue its
ers from other provinces, from New Brunswick to Alberta. and mission. orranizine the festival and seasonal activities. Also. we

-

from the United States. Respecting each other's mandate. we will involve our efforts, in close collaboration with the AQM. to
join our efforts in order to invite international at'tist0 to teach. transform an old vacant and charming building of the arrondisse-
give a workshop, perform and tour. This cooperation makes ment d'Outreniont into an international center fur puppetry arts.
many projects possible. which would otherwise be impossible Hopeful to finally turn into reality this longtime dream of the
to achieve as solo ventures, Quebec puppeteers. we will build it with them in mind. and with

them in our hearts.
Next step... A doorstep?
Iii May 2010. the arrolidissement d-Outremontoffered Casieliers
our first office. Their incomparable longtime partnership. along
withtlie ,upportofthearts councils ofthe federal.provincial and Louise Lapoi nte is the founding director of Casteliers.
municipal governments. shows the recognition puppetry art is www.casteliers.ca
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*MONTR EAL : Tke REw 'p,rofez lo-plal trai*ti*t.0 tv° 9 va*K
iNi Me axtr Of- *FF~~Y

by Marthe Adam translated by Andrew Periale

In September of 2007. the College of Theater at the University of PEd6tftyt*d op'teft.ttltu>*5
Quebec at Montreal (UQAM) opened a new program-a second It would De appropriate to pose two questions: What are the foun-
rotation based on puppet theatre, This program. called DESS (Ad- dations of the art of puppetry. and what are its interactions with
vanced Specialized Study Degree) in the theater ofcontemporary other disciplines or fields ofstudy'? For twenty years. puppetry has
puppetry. lasts two years and includes ten courses. In addition to been an emerging field. it is. in part, through its practices that the
the ten courses, students benefit by traveling to Quebec for visits theater is undergoing a veritable revolution. "-The puppet theater
with working puppet masters there, The students admitted to the distances itself from Aristotelian drama. preferring other literary
new program must have previous knowledge of puppetry through genres, expecially of the epic theater form. It did the same with the
participation in training workshops or practical work experience fiction of dramatic art. which it replaces with a presentation of the
iii the field. creative procesM, leading to the interplay of reality and illusion. It

views the puppet differently- a material actor, situated amoni
A little Why things and objects . It inscribes the animator within theatrical writing
From the time of the opening of the theater program at UQAM in and performing experiments in which a character's image ends up

19(19-70. the pre9ence ot the course ot stully in puppet theater has ft'agmented. cleconstructecl."1
contributed to the emergence of this still misunderstood art form in
the theater of Quebec. Thus the focus of instruction encompasses Henryk Jurkowsky has also said, "We could describe these opera-

the history, theory, construction techniques, the play. as well as lions as the actions of a man who repeatedly lifts up and then sets
pedagogy and the various stages of production. The students learn down ati object in order to learn the rules of its operation. -
the rudiments of the puppetry profession within their training in
directitill, :lctitig techt»lie]iles '111(1 theatre eductition. Although there It is precisely' Ile,-e th,it we fitic-1 Autie ot' the fc)undatiotis ot the :Irt

were initially only four courses in puppetry, with three more added of puppetry in 2007. Its speech and furm are closely litiked to the
over the years, the College of Graduate Puppetry Studies at the analysis that its creators made of its specific nature as well as the
University of Quebec at Montreal has contributed to the professional dialogue they establish between the puppet theater and other ail
development of many puppeteers. Graduates now work on stages ot· forms.
professional companies in Quebec. as well as elsewhere iii Canada
anel in (}thet Colilitrief. Fill'therniore, 111:iny ot these puppeteciA 111 this petspective, we h.lve deve|opell a trailling th.it enables stu-

have worked iii a good number of film and television productions. dents to investigate the contribution of new art forms totheircreation
There have also been companies founded and run by our students. and al<o to experiment with new creative avenues. Contemporary
passionate about the art of puppetry. creations iii Quebec and internationally turn around the axis of these

processeK and it Keems to uM absolutely imperative that we train our
The impact of this new program of puppet studies. and thus the student, with this iii mind.
traininL. is reflected iii the evolution of contemporary puppetry

The scope of the studies at DESS is oriented towards such pivot

1?yotle itod#fs 'pu¥p€try ~rti/* points : the intenelationship between the puppet theater and other

Students cdmbine many functions m their creative teams. Contem- art forinx such a. visilal arts. dance. mime :ind movement. the

porary puppeteers often specialize and only play a specific role in integration of new technologies in the art of puppetry. the use of

the creative workgroup. They might be author. dramaturg. director. puppetry in performance and instillation art. exploring the current

set designer. puppet designer or builder. musician orcomposer. They shadow theater and theater of the object. Methods of research, ex-

might also interpret as manipulator (giving movement or rhythm to perimentation and production permit coverage of this field of study
from the creative intent proposed by students at the beginning ofthe puppet). puppeteer (who also provides a voice fur the puppet) or
their studies.actor/puppeteer C who might become the puppetk protagonist). They

also work with new technologies, with lighting and costumes. with
video and virtual imagery as well as with the theatre of shadows
and light. Despite this tendency toward specialization. we believe
that each of them must develop an interdisciplinary under~tanding
and a vision of the puppetry arts.
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The tluoyy ofPadie ~Ult'uYadice of-81'kory The nine other courses are the practical studies of set design and

One of the prinlary concerns of puppeteers is to assure the tie Id puppet con<truction, playwriting and the dramaturgy of the play.

of' puppetry artistic status through the creation of its own theory. The artist-professors are puppeteers from Quebec and beyond. The

through both a true inteeration into the larger theatrical culture and students thus get to work with Claire Heggen from Theatre du ~/lou-

a willingness toacquire professional training. These include. anion L vement, with Michel Frtchette and Patrick Marte. Marthe Adam and
Marie-Pierre Simm d. Fabrizzio Montecchi from Teatro Gioco Vita,other things. knowledge of the best current practices of puppetry.
with Mark Sussman of Great Small Works. In 2011 Neville Tranteracquired through the rigorous purxuit of the puppet'* many i~acets.

from understanding of its mechanisms to the processes that govern from the Netherlands will offera course in performance. The course
in directing designed by Irina Niculescu. director and educator. cov-its creation.
ers both theory and practice - all the tools of the director.

Among the ten courses offered iii the framework of DESS. "The
History of Artistic Trends iii the Puppet Theater." Aside from the In 2010. three years after the program began. sixteen students have

ireat artivic niovements that have characterized the historical prac- received degrees (2009). and twelve students are currently pursu-

tice of puppetry, students familiarize themselves with the ways in ing their studies. In May. 2011, the College of Graduate Puppetry

which the puppet has been usedinthetheatre: Theinteractionof Studies willbewelcomin:ganew groupofstudents.

puppetry with mime and with dance. the encounter of the puppet
and it0 sculptors. with the theater of sinill forms und the theatre of Endnotes
shadows (both traditional and contempor:iry).with the dramatureical 1 Jurkowsky. Henryk . 200(). Mcswim ), 1111 <)Nes : la iiiuric , imette In {
consequences of the arrival of the actor on the puppet stage and with XXe sibc/e. Charleville-MtziOres. France. Editions de I Institut
practices centered around the use of video and virtual images. international de la inarionnette. p. 257.

2 Jurkowsky. Henryk. 199(). 7'he Mode o#Exixtence 0/ Characters
of the Pit/,pet Stage. Vancouver. WA. Iii: Laurence R. Kominz
and Mark Levenson (ed.). p. 36.
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Teadu*tg D irdi-iwy i*t th£
pufpetry Projraiwi at [XQAAA

by Irina Niculescu

The theatre director is a conceptual artist. an architect and a poet. His/her work is to build
live performances and performative events that express important notions about life. about
ourselves and our world. In the contemporary puppet theatre the possibilities are limitless.
How do we choose our means of expressioni What kind of theatrei What techniques?
The course at the UQAM is a five-week intensive. The principal goal is to work on the
development of the directing concept and all the elements which are involved in thi~
process. It is not so much about teaching an unquestionable truth but about transmitthig
the means that allow the students to affirm their own truths. It is about initiating the
students into the practices that will enable them to express their subjectivity in the field

THEATRE DE L'OEILof puppetry arts . The first week is a theoretical introduction focusing on the £Ir~ { 1 ) 1 (tli~'
territories* in puppet theatre: we explore the essence and structure oleach territory. After ~

the first week of theoretical exposts. we continue byengaging concretely in the creative ~ 42
process. From that point on. orientation meetings and conceptual discussions focus on .~,2

the students' projects. The students are guided to learn through doing. and thus develop ~ ~ '
their own concept of directing. =C, 4==m=

The course establishes that there is a basic knowledge common to all directors and

-

encourages the professional expression of the artists' subjectivity. We distinguish the 1
f ,

pluridisciplinarity of the profession: the students learn the tools of the director and the
main questions a director must answer. During the course. they function :r; directors.

¥
designers, performers and technicians. The guiding idea is to Continuously bring together 44 : 41 /
the concrete and the retiexive in a permanent relation with the professional realities of & 6
the contemporary puppet theatre. ; ~'W - r

-

* "Dramcitic territories- is a term l=Towed lic,in Jacques Lecoq, -Le corps poetiqite." ~-1~~~ . -~ _

Irina Niculescu is on the Board of Directors of UNIMA-USA. il.'ll'll,
MARIONNETTES MICHELINE LEGENDRE

UNIMA Canada has a new logo. The clean yet playful design by Mathieu Rend
unifies the puppeteers throughout Canada, while preserving regional pride with
its "section" designations for each regional branch of UNIMA Canada. Here is the
Ontario variation.

UN CANADA-MA SECTION ONTARIO
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Ballard Institute
and Museum of Puppetry

at the University of Connecticut

Visit our new puppet exhibitions for e i
the current season: March 21 -December 19,2010 #~

Punch and Judy : Handpuppets , Politics , and Humor
Over 60 rare and familiar puppets trace the history of Punch, Ek\> / 1 ./
Guignol, Kasperl, and other tricksters in the 19th and 20th century. .
See puppets by Rufus and Margo Rose, Al Flosso, Paul Zaloom,
Charles Ludlam, Edward Gorey, Fred Greenspan, Amy Trompetter,
and more.

Frank and Elizabeth Haines:
An American Puppet Company in the 19305
A rare opportunity to see what it was like to make and perform &* rn , f'.~ ...Y.puppet shows in the Depression era. This exhibit features mari- M , 1 1 F.1 -5 1 1.

onettes, puppet stages, props, sound equipment, and video recon- ~*.4  3,1 - '4 '' /structions of Haines productions for children, adults, and television
commercials . Frank Haines in his studio

Check our website for related performances, lectures, workshops, and guided tours,
and for information on other Ballard Institute programs: bimp.uconn.edu.

6 Bourne Place, University of Connecticut Depot Campus, Storrs, Connecticut 06269-5212

4,1/

r 3

The Center for Puppetry Arts - Atlanta, GA

PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER
Rated by the Atlanta Journal -Constitution as "one of the top five exhibits 4Hlp..
in Georgia," and by MSN.com as one of the top 10 children's museums in ,~m -
the United States.

PUPPETS: THE POWER OF WONDER \s a hands-on museum displaying
more than 350 puppets from various time periods and countries around -
the world. All provide an exploration of puppetry as an international, H4.k =l .4 . r.
ancient and popular art form. 71 '

% *XI 'www.puppet.org/museum/permanent.shtml f

1.4. -S
VIETNAMESE WATER PUPPET, GIFT OF UNIMA-VIETNAM
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CAM P*elsttys
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by Ruban Dario Salazar
translated by Miguel Trelles

CARUCHA CAMEJO

The fact that Cuban puppet theatre is currently associated A Brother and Sister Arrive at the Academy
with the mou interesting aspects of our scenic arts A the by-

In 1947, thedistinguished artisticdirectorFrancisco Morin registeredproduct of a vital artistic movement. The legion of creators
two siblings at the Academia Mititicipal de Artex Dranmticas: Cari -that envisioned the grandest of possibilities for the puppet
dad (Carucha) Ililda Caniejo and JosO (Pepe) RamOn Camejo havestage began to sow the seeds for its plenitude from 1949 to

1959. achieving its full potential with the triumph of the since then become key ligures ofhistory ol'puppetry in Cuba. Thal
institution would stage A Comet/r 0/ /07.0,·s by Shakespeare, Tenne-Revolution. The turnaround in the culture of the country
see Williams 's The 6/ass Menagerie and /./ chino, by Cuban authordecentralized the artistic hub that was the capital. Taking
Carlos Felipe. A three-year course of study included Playwriting.place in the sixties, such artistic blossoming attested to the

key role played by professional puppeteers active since be- Cinematography, Radio Technique, Stagecraft and Acting. According
to well regarded intellectual Mirta Aguirre, that was the place "wherefore the Revolution. Since then, the professional practice of
the most restless and interesting theatre was performed, possessed ofthe art of the little stage continues to be inextricably linked

. an unimpeachable artistic purity."|with post-revolutionary theatrical renovation iii Cuba.
Carucha Camejo recalls that it was in ati aniusement park. some-

time in the 192()ss. where she and Pepe attended their first puppet show.
The Beginning ··it was a small booth as tall as the puppeteers with a little house from
The road to a professional puppet theater was cleared in whence a black couple engaged in conversation and then began fight-
1943 by the student Modesto Centeno. whose version for a ing. 2 However, what really struck the siblings was the 1949 staging

of the Retablillo de' Don Oist,)bal ( Don Cristobal ' s Little Theatre ),staging with puppets of Perrault ' K Lit//c Red Riding Hoc,d
written by Federico Garcia Lorca and directed by Andrds Castrowon a contest at the municipal Drama Academy ( e/ C()11 -
with the GEL group. Vicente Revuelta infused the main charactercitrso de Dramaturgia de la Academia Municipal de Artes
with Iii'e: -1 believe it was Andrds Castro who directed Retabli//0 andDramaticas ). From thal moment on , Centeno began leading
Titciti (referring to well-known lilmmaker Tomds Gulitrrez Alea)the development of a theater that concerned itself  with text.
fabricated glove puppets out of carved balsa wood. 1 helped him.stagecraft, design. music, animation and acting. The artists
but did not have his ability. Immediately thereafter, the Caniejos.involved took a special interest in their professional devel-

opment. Many of our founderx participated in ADADEL, very enthusiastic over the puppet version of the Lorca text. began
Fabricating their own puppets. Their first performance took place inADA, Grupo EscOnico Libre (GEL: Free Scenic Group) and
their living room. meant as a Christmas gift for Perucho. Otie canthe Teatro Popular. whether as actors. playwrights. design-
imagine the mirtli ofthe ten-year-old Camelo sibling. as well as thaters or directors of plays based on texts by Zorrilla. Moliere.
of Pepe and Carucha (twenty and eighteen. respectively) animatingGiradoux, O'Neill, Josd Antonio Ramos. Virgilio Piftera or

Nicolds Guilldn . Even Modesto Centeno himself. as well as the rag and Ilannel puppets for Little Red Riding flood. After this

Paco Alfonso with his ephemeral "Retablo del Tic, Polilla ·· first performance. others ensued, but the puppets improved and went
(Tio Polilla:s Little theatre-).along with Vicente Revuelta, from rags to papier machO. The first puppet stage. initially designed

by their father. was then redesigned by Pepe to be more functional.often cast their glances at the niarveloux world of puppets.
Thus was instituted, alter the parents' joint decision. "el Guifol deSome remained there forever, while others proceeded to
los Hermanos Camejo" (Camejo Siblings' Guignol). In accordancespecialize exclusively iii theatre with live actors.
with the street puppet tradition. they offered performances iii public
and private schools, as well as at parties and parks.
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CARUCHA CAME!0 ON TV, 1950 1961

The Academy did not remain oblivious to 0uch an important nio- areas any spectacle is sporadically staged. it tends to be organized
ment. On July 4.195() they had a presentation there. staging l.i/tic with only profit lii mind. causitig grave disseivice to the sensibil-
Red Riding Hoodby Centefio. ax well as ('hinitc, Pahmqueta . another ity of the spectators . It is not for nothing that up to now Cuba has
text by this author written specifically fur them. Included as well lacked a cultural policy.4
was La tinaia (the Jar), an anonymous French farce. Julio Martinez
Aparicio. director of the Academy. wrote in the program: It waK through this arduoux endeavor that riii:il populations were

exposed to a sampling of the various artistic disciplines. thanks to
the arrival of such artists and personalities as Ramiro Guerra. OdilioWe Fress the mai velouseffort of the Caniejo siblings
Url-6. Antonio Nlifiez Jimdnez and the Camejo siblings. among oth-

in creating their Little Guignol Theater. She is still our ers. This island-wide exchanee with farmers and villagers allowed
student. He just graduated. Both possess extraordinary artists to consider how their work could impact the future.

After the Missions. they turned to drama programming forartistic gifts and have managed. in barely two months,
children. initiating it in the newly created national television. butto infuse a lovely small stage with life. With great talent. without abandoning their puppetry or their acting work in adult

Carucha acts and fabricates the puppets. while Pepito il- theatre. Cuban puppetry in the fifties also found diverse expressions
luminates decorations that are projected ott the stage. in the valuable contributions of Dora Carvajal with "La Carreta:

Reba Fatias and her "Titirilandia." Maria Antonia Farifias and Nancy
1)elbert with puppets. Even in the former Oriente Province. in the

Along with their puppeteering labor~ the Came jos soon appeared Central Prestcin at Mayari. the Teatro de Titeres de Pepe Carril was
as guest actors among other groups in plays by Cervante3. Tirso de extablished. Carucha still remembers the visits of -el Caballero de
Molina. Moliere. Wilder. Sartre. Gorostiza and Pirandello. Paris ' to the Guignol performances by the Camejos in the -Cinecito

or little movie house in San Rafael Street. where they established
Puppets in Cultural Missions their first quarters. from w'hich they would later move to Retire,

Odontolcigico. always pursuing the dream of a permanent venue for
In 1950, when Auteliano S:inchez Ar:in~o was Ministerof Culture childien stheater. Thepuppeteers wentasfarasthe Museode Bellas
and Ratil Roa was Director for Culture at the Ministry of Ed,ica- Artes iii their effort to promote puppet theatre. There. thanks to the
tion. Julio Garcia Espinosa Apearheaded the Cultural Mis xi oils. The support of director Guillermo de ZOndegui. first cousin of Carucha
Missions sought to spiritually mobilize the provinces iii order to Camejok husband. they combined international films dedicatedincorporate them intothecultural life. urgently Ntriving fornational to puppets. with texts by Lope de Rueda, Javier Villafafte. Arkadi
improvement. Avershenko, Sergei Prokofiev as well as classic story adaptations

If culture constitutes the most precious Ilower of the soul of a by Pepe Camejo. Modesto Centeno and a very young Pepe Carril.people. its fruits must invigorate and enrich the conxcience of the who joined them to become the lead in the trio that iii 1956 created
masses.liberating them from shadows. prejudice$ and superstitions. the "Guinol Nacional de Cuba."
Iii our countryside. mountains and villa~es. there are Vast /.OlieN
that. due to their isc)lated location and to sloth. remain secularly
marginal to the noble and fertile joys pri,cured by theater. music.
dance. painting. film and science. And when iii the inc,st remote
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TEATRO NACIONAL DE GUIAOL, 1957 LITTLE RED RIDINGHOOD, GUIEIOL DE LOS HERMANOS CAMEJO

A Guignol Manifesto, a Puppet for the Island
On March 28. 1956, the emergent Guific,1 Nacional de Cuba 1*0ited a work Toward~ theend ofthe 195()4. they pertormedthebeautiful
manitefto calling tor the Cothohdation 01 a national puppet movement. poem Lm :apatic m ch. row, (I.:'1 Pink Slic,eV by Jo„6 Marti.
vieHing the Incue ot national cultural tradition,. and the propagation re„orting to technical book, from Argentina. Mexico and the
of th,0 art form for all. not Ji·10t toi the young audience, They ~tre~ed United Statei to tabricate the controb, needed to manipulate
the pedagogical po$vbilitie, of th,0 kind 01 theaterand propo0ed ,howi the puppet, ihe tollowing yeat, ti nd the puppeteeti working
and didactictalk0 torteachen It bworthyot note that the arttit~ ch~Ke iti Coney Klatiil Park, at the Tte„da Flogar. and tinally at the
the word -guignol- to name theirgroup, aduletinition not only relate; Jardi'11 Bot:imco. where they would inetall thenhelve, up until
to the populantyle of puppetry. but a!00 to the ilicanilig aferibed to it after 1 959. 11 ati0torming that place into a -iniht $ee - for the
by Jo~6 Marti in the ~tory -BebO y el Sefior Don Pompo,o." from the childien ot the capital
childreni maga7,ne La Edad de Oro - and let t,4 gotothe Par10 Gui- The triumph 01 tile Revolution expanded the repertoire
gnol, where the good man wallop~thebad man -Love forthe nationand and the aeuhetic ambition0 ot the group. rene\ving their
an intere~ m developing and htrengther[Ing a very ancient art evidence niallite0to and enriching the itmerant :r,pect ot their artivic
the >,crioufne~ with which the puppeteet-$ convdered their prote~ion. cleation. iumething the>had nevel cea,ed to practice. not even
Imbuing their practical work with prot.rey,ive idea# atid with a 0eir,e wheti m 1963 they 0ettled In the mr conditioned Fc),ia Hall a.
ofthe future They created -Rev,ita Titeretada: the hrit maganne m Teatro Nacic,iial de Guilol Fioni that ttilie on. they learned
Cuba to promote the world of puppeK through article0. brief dramatic to connect with the world and with the whole Nand. Ju,t a.
compo~tionK, the hi.tory and the theory of puppet theatre From 1956 they corresponded witli Argenti,ital, ma*ter Javier Villatane.
to 1959 they publ~hed thiee 1%ue# They xtaged over thirty titleA by they would .11,0 11041 a provilicial art[At iliter~ted in learnin[.
foreign authon 0uch a~ Manuel de Falla. Roberto Lago and Angele, mole about puppetry They never failed to take mto account
Ga0ett a, well a. by Cuba,10 ~uch a; Eduardo Manet. Conchita Al/ola. the authentic roots ot thi0 art form They drank trom the bev
Paco Alfo,100, ReneO Potti. Clara Ronay. Vicente Revuelta and Dora 0ource$ of univer,:il and national drama All the acquired
Alon00 They organtied conte+, and i~ued puppet playwriting calh. experience„ wete bequeathed to "their magical world of pup-
which provided furanample and variediepertoirethat 1, 0tilleiliployed pe10." a, it w:,0 refe, red to by prc,fe..or and critic Rme Leal
today by different theater compante0 m the country The team made up ot Camgo and Carril not only contributed

The work with Dora Alon40. one of our e,*ential author*. through the to the tenovation ol our puppet theatte. but also helped to cir-
creation ot the texts Pelini/1 1 /0, /,Ii/arof and Pe/,nin trutem-written ate the future national 0chool and 110 art,0tic. pedagogical and
e,pecially torthem-con~tituteitheorigin of thecreatioti of Pelu,indel theoretical objective4
Monte (and otherf). the mo„t genuine repre„entation ot Cubmi childhood.
~miling. keen. noble, always quick with a popular ,aying or a lively re-
ply He was born in Matanza$. iu~ like hi. author With hi$ Tuano hatd
and a handkerchiet around hi; neck. Pelu~in alwayh accompanied hii
grandmother Dona Pirulina and ~oon became a member ot the huge eau
of world puppet; Hi~ charni and authenticity ,till endure0 today through
televivon, radio. literature. vi~,ual art~ and theatre

Cuban #,ing toi -$tian hal"
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TEATRO NACIONAL DE GUIAOL, 1957

A Guignol Manifesto, a Puppet for the Island
On March 28.1956, the emergent Guilol Nacional de Cuba issued a work
manifesto calling for the consolidation of a national puppet movement.
stressing the rescue of national cultural traditions, and the propagation
of this art form for all. not just for the young audiences. They stressed {
the pedagogical possibilities of this kind of theater and proposed shows {
and didactic talks for teachers. It is worthy of note that the artists chose
the word"guignol" to name their group, as its definition not only relates
to the popular style of puppetry, but also to the meaning ascribed to it
by Jost Marti in the story "Bebt y el Sefior Don Pomposo," from the
children's magazine La Edad de Oro: "...and let us go to the Paris Gui- , I

gnol, where the good man wallops the bad man." Love for the nation and
an interest in developing and strengthening a very ancient art evidence
the seriousness with which the puppeteers considered their profession,
imbuing their practical work with progressive ideas and with a sense
of the future. They created -Revista Titeretada," the first magazine in
Cuba to promote the world of puppets through articles. brief dramatic
compositions, the history and the theory of puppet theatre. From 1956
to 1959 they published three issues. They staged over thirty titles by
foreign authors such as Manuel de Falla, Roberto Lago and Angeles
Gasett as well as by Cubans such as Eduardo Manet, Conchita Alzola,
Paco Alfonso, Rened Potts, Clara Ronay, Vicente Revuelta and Dora
Alonso. They organized contests and issued puppet playwriting calls,
which provided for an ample and varied repertoire that is still employed LA TITEKETAVA
today by different theater companies in the country.

The work with Dora Alonso, one of our essential authors, through the the annual celebration of
creation of the texts Pelusin r los pdjciros and Peltisfii Jrtiterc,- written World Puppetry Pay iM Puerto Rico
especially for them-constitutes the origin of the creation of Pelusin del (see article ovi page 26)
Monte (and others), the most genuine representation of Cuban childhood,
smiling. keen, noble, always quick with a popular saying or a lively re-
ply. He was born in Matanzas, just like his author. With his guano hat*
and a handkerchief around his neck. Pelusin always accompanied his
grandmother Dofta Pirulina and soon became a member of the huge cast
of world puppets. His charm and authenticity still endures today through
television, radio, literature, visual arts and theatre.

* Cuban slang for "straw hat"
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UNIMA-USA
Major Donors: C

IMPRESARIO
Vince Anthon\'

Center for Puppetry Arts
Ryan Hon'ard

Lynn K. Je#ries

BENEFACTOR
Karen Smith

CARUCHA , PEPE CAMEJO AND PEPE CARR Teatro SEA

PATRONRenewal or Dream? 3lair Thomas & Company
The question places us face to face with the legacy of artists that ~ ~~ ~~0' Kathee Foran
assumed culture was a destiny and sought to spread the light that
endows nations with strength and sovereignty in order to overcome ~9.~. Jennings Puppeteers
ignorance and slavery. This renewal encompasses numerous con-
tributions to the nationi cultural patrimony. The dream entails a SPONSORdirect route to the human spirit. eternal caretaker of the multiple

Pam Arcierocolors of the world. of its secrets and highest aspirations.
Donald Battjes, Jr.

Bob Baker Marionettes
1 Magaly Muguercia. El teatro cubano en visperas de la Robert Burns
Revolucidn. Edit Letras Cubanas. 1988, Ptie. 59.

Camy Condon
2 Liliana Pdrez Recio. Di~logo con Carucha Camejo. Revista
Tablas 2/03 . Dreamlike Puppet Company

Carol Fijan3 Rubtn Dario Sala/ar. Una conversacidn sin nada de
particular. Entrevista a Vicente Revuelta . Anuario Manila en el Tom Fogarty
St»ielo No 1,1999. Kathy Foley
4 Misiones Culturales . Mensuario . La Habana . AAo 1 . No 1 . dic Diane & Richard Kos:.arski
1949. Ptig. 17. Allelit Kurten

The Hunter Marionettes
Rubdn Dario Salazar is a writer. actor, puppeteer and the Michael Lamason & Karen French
Artistic Director of Teatro de las Estaciones in Matanzas , Claudia Orenstein
Cuba. He is the current General Secretary of the newly cre- PUPPET HEAP, LLC
med national center of UNIMA-CUBA. He is also a member Carol Sterlingof UNIMA's North American Commission.

Vickie & Rick Vincent
F. Elaine Williams

Peter & Jarmila Zapleta' r
For the complete version of thix article, go to :

www.unima-usa.org/publications
1 .
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by Theresa Smalec

Based on ati inforinal sampling of my academic and non-academic
' 0fi·lends. most people do not know exactly what a -puppet slam- is.

No. it doesn't involve smacking puppets against a wall. And no. it
doe Kn't necessarily replicate the compelitive strticture ofthe poetry
dams that emerged in the mid- 198(}s. In August 201(),1 interviewed
nearly a dozen curators and artists who organize and/or perform
in puppet slams across Canada and the United States. Whereas the
poetry slain genre has often been criticized for its -lack of stylistic
diversity.- puppet slains are remarkably heterogeneous. Aesthetic,
political. generational. and regional differences abound. and this
moveinent seems headed in new directions.

Because puppet slanis tend to emerge as discrete. autonomous BRIDGET ROUNTREE AND MARY-MARGARET BouWMAN AS "MADAME MANDIBLE"

entities that take their shape around the needs and resources of a CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS FOR "PUPPET-E-OKE" AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION PLAY.

specific community, there is no fixed consensus on what a puppet
slam must encompass in order to bear that title. Nevertheless. 1
spoke with several artists who offer provocative accounts of what
the term means to them.

Marsian De Lellis' isaco-founder. along with Heather Hen~on.
of the Puppet Slam Network: an online resource that connects
puppet artists. venues. and audiences. Partly due to a background
iii the G.L.B.T. community. Marsian believes puppet slams should 4-

be as inclusive as possible. Yet precisely because the Puppet Slam
Network -aims to catalogue, connect, support. and raise awareness
fur the Puppet Slam Nation.-- Marsian has recently published a
loose description of the genre online:

Underground puppet slams I. .1 feature contemporary
short-form puppet and object theatre for adult audiences. 21#56.
often late at night iii small venues, nightclubs. and art ANIMAL CRACKER CONSPIRACY'S: ADULT PUPPET CABARET

JUNE, 2010 SECRET BARRIO LoGAN WAREHOUSE PHOTO: CRAIG BRAYTON
spaces. Puppet slams exist at the nexus of vaudeville.

burleAque, and performanceart I las a viablealterna-
tive to the culturally homogenous digital mass media.-3

Marsian adds that -experimental theatre. art. music. and dance
often complement the short puppet works presented. In short, not
every slam limits itself to puppetry

Whereax Marsian outlines possible content. venues. and per-
formance styles, Roxanna Myhru m t<,cuses 011 what a s lam should ~~
achieve atthe level of audience. Myhrum is Artistic Directorofthe
Puppet Showplace Theatre in Brookline. MA. where she curates
The Puppet Showplace Slam. Myhrum proposes that -slam con-
notes  high impact-more than you would usually .ee in a night of

BRIDE OF WILDENSTIEN - THE MUSICAL

PHOTOS COURTESY OF PLOP (OLYMPIA, WA)
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performance." She relishes the formatk intensity and its inspiring
effect on spectators: "Personally. 1 want to walk away feeling ./.... lilkik Ilike any object in the world could now become a character if I
were to put effoft mto it. 4 1, 1 1 *V I

Meanwhile. Gretchen Van I.ente-who founded the Brook-
lyn-based company Drama of Works in 1999-defines the slam
genre as cabaret-style experinientation:

Anything goes. You can try out really serious stuff. or 1*.4~comedic stuff. You can tty out three-minute pieces. or

excerpts from full-length shows. No judgments. No

one's allowed to say. "Boo-that was horrible.- You're

lust allowed to get up and do whatever you want. THE PUPPET SHOWPLACE SLAM
PHOTO: ANDREW SWAYZE

Van 1.ente associates slanis with artistic freedom. By contrast.
David Higgins views the term as a "misnomer" for Blood from
a Turnip. the series he curates iii Providence. RL Higgins says
Blood from a Turnip is billed as a salcm to sidestep the slamk
competitive implications. Morgan Fit/patrick Andrews. founder
of Philadelphia'A Puppet Uprisliig. alio rejects what he perceives
af theternilwinner-take-.111 commercialism:-Atalot of puppet
slams. you actually have to pay to perform. and sometimes there
is a cash prize. 1 want to get away from that idea of competition.
We ' ve always used the term cabaret for Puppet Uprising since
our founding in 2000.- 4'..

8 Puppet Communities, 8 Slam Models 1.9. fi
Historically. it makes sense to start with Great Small Works
(GSW), acollective formed in New York in 1995, John Bell. a ,4 r
founding member. notes that "after the puppet <lani phenc,menon
became establ~hed. people thought of what we had been doing.
with our spaghetti dinners as a kindrecl form. which is true."Now
famous. the dinners orieinated iii a storefront on East 9th Street A SONG TO PUPPETEER NIKYTA PALMISANI BEGINS A CUPCAKE FIGHT AT THE

iii the late 19701 They were founded by veterans of Vermontk FINALE OF A SHOWPLACE SLAM. PHOTO: CRAIG BRAYTON

Bread and Puppet Theater. and sought to "make a connection
with the block. which at that time was a combination of hippie

- CAartists and Puerto Ric:in folks. There were also older Ukrainian A./18 -ap- *.4-
and Polish people." Bell likens the eatly dinners to a low-Ntakes .1
block party where people shared food and concerns: "The pei--
formers were not trying to find backers in order to move to an U

1 / LZ'~,Off-Broadway theatre. but were really trying to rellect what was
going on in the community. --

GSW took over the spaghetti dinners in the 1990,4. staging 9 .1 = f
them monthly at P.S. 122. They still maintain this practice.
though the venues and frequency now vary. The next Great
Small Works Spaghetti Dinner will be at One Arm Red during

.

the DUMBO Arts Festival. in September 2010. Today. Bell
directs the University of Connecticut's Ballard In3titute and ,-,~ . ,-~.. rl
Museum of Puppetry. where he recently began hosting slams **Li~ L K i~,r~-~,~«-«' »''-

DAVID HIGGINS AN[, VANESSA GILBERT, BLOOD FROM A TURNIP,

c. 2005
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n ith ,upport from the Puppet Slain Network Participant$ milude PST and Peri,hable Theatre are profe~ional theatre$ that con-
the univenity's puppetry and vi„ual arts 4tudentf Mark Su~xman. g,tently h(}41 their ,]:11110 Ill their own venue# Mo,t other 0larth
another GSW meniber, teache4 at Concordia Univel'~ity in Montreal. citru~ed here u~e multiple. 0hittmg vetiue0 I ve already mtroduced
Canada He directs Caft Concert, an experimental puppetry cabaret Gretchen Van Lente Five year. ago. 0he mhented a puppet 0lani
baied on the 0paghetti dinner model There 8 alwar. live muve called Punch from ~omeone who could no longer curate it Punchi
Dance, theatre. film. ;poken word. and food xerved with the price original home wa, Galapago, Art Space m Brooklyn That theatre
of admi~ion are ab,O 0taple„ ~tatted Punch and named it But thi0 0nug relation0hip abiuptl>

Some puppet 4lam0 ,pi,tlight live puppetry At Puppet Showplace changed when Galapag05 came under new management and moved
Theatie (PST), a theatreforallage$. Ro\anna Myhrum curatenlati14 trom Willianhburgto DUMBO- where Punch wa4 no longer right
that are 'acce~ble. entertaming. and varied." M, that they 4peak to tor the 0pace
multiple audience„ as much a~ po~ible After adopting Punch a, her own. Van 1.ente re4olved to find

:1 0uitable 41 ucture She wanted to hou eclectic theme night0. but
Beca~e we own our venue and becau~ we are New this required a new approach -A, oppo„ed to putting our~elvei iii

one fpace. we decided I I it might be mee to move around Our
England'x only tull time puppet theatre. we make a tan, would follow u~ to different ventie,. and people who patron-
4pecial effort to make fure that our $]anh repre,ent the I,ed tho„e venue~ would get to .ee puppeb, even though they
puppet :irt u'c// Our 41.in14 Ahowca~e variety. bill they 7140 might not normally come to Punch " In 20()9-1(), Punch util,7ed

,howca0e quality. and craft„man„hip. and dramaturgy. four different ;pace4 Dixon Place (tor larget. tech-heavy Jam,0. a
vnall theatre m William$burg called The Btick (for more intimate

and ettort by the pertormen-so that audience, come 41am0). 92YTribeca (tor puppet„ on film), and Jimmyi 43 Pub-a
awa> from the theatre feeling hke they w:int to ~ee mole ··little backrooni bar vtuation" \vhere viewer~ cati get up clo~e to
puppetry. or learn more about puppetry. or maybe go miniature-wed piece0. :ind really appreciate their detail,

For 201()-11. V.in Lente h.1$ Aecured ino,t ot the Aanie venucKhome and build puppet,
to otter audience, a *en,e of con,i~tency. even it it 1, nomadic
Ae~thetically. 0he embrace. Puppet Uprivng'$ -do-it-your~elt

To illuurate, Myhrum note, the work ot Jim Napolitano. who approach alter perforitting at four of their #lam„ Morgan Fitzpat-
pertorm~ excerpt0 from his family 0how. Father Goow', Tit/e~. rick Andrew* fc,unded Phil:,delphi:G Pitppet Uprt,·,itig in 200(}. the
at puppet +Imm "Ju,,t the fact of him doing a family ·.how in tht•, tumliltuou0 year 01 George W Bu,,h', conte,ded election During
more casiial. intimate environment with a primanly adult audience out interview. he explamed two Intenecting featuro, of hr, local
takeh on a whole new meaning I ] Iti not like he 0tatt~ 1191:g ~cene -People m m> community con-le troni a 00mew'hat anarchiit
the F-word or anything llc Juu ha# a really enjoyable ~how and tradition of political art, but al#o front a do-it-your,,elf acs,thetic of
connects it with a different audience - doing thing+ out ofcardboard and paper machO People make things

In addition to developing and proniotmg local excellence, an- quickly to get the ine~,age out "
other ot Myhrum'* prioritie* 1, to 4tay connected with the national Puppet Uprivng challenge, many preconceptioni people have
puppetry community To f o~terthi0 goal. shecoordinatenvith Rhode about ilan70 For example. Fltzpatnek Andrew$ rejecb,thedritiking
Nandi Pei'i*hable Theatre. booking most ot PST'~ 4:inh a day (///c/- bar :14 a 0uitable venue
Blood trom a Turnip. -so that performers who are appropriate tor
both 0]am, can continuou~ly go trom Providence to Bo0ton. and I've done puppet xho,70 at bar~ and they've gone badly
do the 0lam circuit '

becauie therei too much thinking involved In the nia-Vane~a Gilbert and Jetemy Woodward founded Blood troiii a
Turnip m 1997 Dapid Higgin0. who pre„ently curatef that ,alon terialx I pre$,elit When I went to a national te$ti\,al ot
,el ie,. identifie+ its commitment to object performance 110 a defin- puppet ilain~. ionieotie a0ked who ierve, alcohol at your
ilig feature puppet ,1:lin,. and I wa4 the only perxon who didn't rai,e

my hand
Per~hable Theatre. where it\, ho~ted. 1. a theatre that

lookh at theatre beyond play~ And Blood from a Turnip Inuead. hi~ collective u,(0 performance ~pace'$. churche0. base-
look~ at puppetry beyond puppet$ If 16 oblect-oriented. ment4. w:irehou~~. and even parle, He cite4 Kate Brehm'x Slutty
it it's the manipulation of oblech. then thi, t~ the place to Puppets slain (vaged at New York's detunct CBGB~ Gallery from

do itt 2()03-20()5) a. an example ot "a great heneT that nonetheleu "relied
on a raunch factor" Puppet Upri~ing cabaret0 foct,0 heavily on local
4(,ciopolitical IMI-le~, and :ivold5 content that may ottend ch\er~

Higgitis alsoname4 Evan O'Sullivan (who„e *tage 11:tme 14 Evan audiences Iti,pired by (iteal Small Work,. Fitipatrick Andrews
OTelevi~ion) a. puhhing the limit4 of what puppetry can be -He also incorporates a lot ot mdependent rock
u,~ a prerecorded tape of hinhelt a~ a puppet. and then perforin0 On the we~ coa~t. Bridget Rountree and lam Gunn founded
alon,1 with that He call. it video puppetry S:iii Diego; Ammal Ctacke, Con„piracy (ACC) three year4 ago
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Uniquely enough. their slam began in their living room. Since scheme.- concedes Zac Palladino. the companyl director. "We know
then . ACC hosts the San Diego Slam iii venues "ranging from we d~ni 'i know. mid that ' s partly where the rejection of political work
an underground waiehouse where you are not given the addre,0 comes from- (Rogers).
until the night of the event. to the Museum of Photographic Arts Whether you seek sexy puppets or wholesome fun, whether you
in Balboa Park" (Rountree. email). ACC alsc, stands out due toils wantclear-cut political answers ormoral ambiguity. whetheryouexpect
hands-on approach. Rountree and Gunn xet up tables and invite polished quality orhighly improvised experiments. the North American
audiences to create their own puppets for use in the evening puppet slam scene promises to take you on a multi-regional Journey
performances. Finally. ACC collaborates with:i surrealixtcircus! through diverse communities and systems of belief.
Their slams always include puppetry, but :ire cross-pollinated
with acrobatia. surrealist skits. juggling. and fire-breathing. Endnotes
With the power of spectacle and the lure of subversive spaces ' Marsian (pronounced -Martian") De Lellis prefers to go by
on their side. its no wonder ACC has cultivated a followinu of ..first name.
over 150 people per slani. Politically. Rountree and Gunn are ,

- Marsian includes this mission statement at the bottom of theconcerned with advancing coniniunity, cooperation. and the slow
online antiouticementN sent out on behalf of the Puppetfood movement.
Slain Network.Eric Brooks' Playhouse Puppetry Slam! is the final slain 1

diNcuff here. thoiig,h (Ic)7en4 ot (itheis exAT,5 Bic,(iks ik bafed iii 3 See De I«ellix, -PLippet Slant Network August 2010 Evetits.-

Maryland-specifically the Washington DC Metropolitan area. 4 Unless otherwise noted, all quotes are from interviews
He launched hisslamtoremedythatregion'% isolationfromboth conducted between 7 July 201(} and 28 August 2010.
the northern and southern puppetryindustries" (Brooks. em:ill). 5 Due to my research schedule and the fact that I undertook this
"People are not moving to DC for the vibrant puppetry scene. project in the summer. 1 was unable to contact a wider ranee of
Brooks joked iii an email, but he is serious about developing puppet artists. Reader< interested in the puppet slain movernent
a local community. The Playhouse Puppetry Slarn! happens should utilize the Puppet Slain Net,vork to find out what ~lani<
twice a year at the Piippet Co. Playhouse in Glen Echo. MI). It are coining soon to a venue near you.
combines the "local pool of talented puppet artists in the DC
area with pieces by non-local puppeteers from up and down the
East Coast. folding them together into one presentation to help Theresa Smalec recently accepted a tenure-track position as

·· Assistant Professor in the Department of Communication Artsbridge the gap between the North and the South.
Brooks' vision of performers who can travel from region and Sciences at Bronx Community College/CUNY. Her dis-

to reilion and showcase their work is one shared by the Puppet sertation frorn the Department of Performance Studies, New
Slain Network. Tlie fledgling tour circuits that Brooks. Myhrum. York University-"Body of Work: Reconstructing Ron Vawter's
and HigginN are striving to develop iA part of what the future Performance Career"-won her the 2009 Monroe Lippman
holds for North American puppet slams. Marsian hopes puppet Award for Distinguished Doctoral Dissertation.
artists can also "think outside the box" iii terms of fundraising
and garnering corporate sponsorship. ·N

Marsian. Janie Geiser, and Susan Simpson will launch a
slam called Cabaret Automata in Los Angeles this fall. Through ~DeD F/64'
this project and the Puppet Slam Network. Marsian ctivisions 4 <> 6 :

Q.)"more of a renaissance of adult puppetry." It's about -showing 5 &
puppeteers that puppetry can be sexy-it's not just for kids.

5% CO

puppey,(interview). r
As far as the future goes, we can't forget the millennial gen-0

eration. This sumnier in a West Philadelphiacommunity garden,
1 witnessed the work of Puppetyranny. a company of 22-27 year
olds. Aligned with Puppet Uprising. Puppetyranny did not host a JOIN BOTH O[GaNIZ{[[IONS
dam , per se . Instead , they staged a full - length work called Peter See the Country: See the World:
Pan iii Kenxing/on Get,y/en . Dat kly funny. erotic . and magical . it

The PUPPETEERS UNIMA-combines do-it-yoursel f moxie. 1 Liperb storytelling. and a range ofAMERICA f USA
of puppet arix. What Puppetyranny lacks is a moralivic ideology. 1
Twenty-five-year-old founder Leslie Rogers explains: 'A lot
of political work rm familiar witli I. .1 has to functioti on the
basis that. as the artist. youre not doing any wrong. 1 think you
can't really say that about a lot of our work-and we like it that
way Ilaughing].- "No Inessages," adds puppeteer John Sinclair.

UNIMA-USA - www.unima-usa.orgC)ur generation. we have no solutions. We know these puppet
PUPPETEERS of AMERICA - www.puppeteers.orgxhows we do arelit going to have much ofan impact in the erand
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TITEKETADA ad f OBAE LA MESA:
7112 OK of U~lit piuppetyy ~ pue¥to ·kboo

by Deborah Hunt

1 don't pretend to thoroughly know the history of puppetry in La Titeretada, the annual celebration of World Puppetry Day in
Puerto Rico. 1 have. however. instigated and been part of an Puerto Rico. began in 20()8.1 had been invited by Spare Parts Puppets
informal collaboration of certain groups that have opened and in Perth, Australia to work around the area as part of the 2(Y" UNIMA
developed the field for adult puppetry and have witnessed the Congress and Festival. and Jorge Diaz (Papel Machete) was determined
eagerness of the public who have filled to capacity the events to celebrate World Puppetry Day iii Puerto Rico during this time. The
produced here. original organizers were Jorge. Francisco Iglesias (Y No Habia Luz).

I am originally from New Zealand and. after performing in Sugeily Rodriguez (Teatro Aspaviento). Mary Anne Hopgood (Fe y
different parts of the world for 15 years. Puerto Rico became Coraje). Brenda Plumey. and 1. We determined the Titeretada would
my base in 199(). For the first 10 years here, 1 worked in non- consist of an exhibition of puppets. a series of cabaret nights (a slam
theatrical spaces presenting my productions and workshops in 01 8- minute works). and a day of children s perforinance. 1 was able to
a nomadic fashion. Since 20()0.1 have administered voluntarily help mount the exhibition ( which featured a, wide a variety of puppets
Teatro Estudio Yerbabruja. It is the only independent, non-com- as possible) in the historical Museo de las Americas. and then went
mercial. unsubsidized theater in Puerto Rico- a humble space to Perth. The Titeretada was a great success. with hundreds of school
open to experimental theatre in general. It is the base for my children visiting the exhibit and full houses for the other events. This
company. Maskhunt Motions. dedicated to experimental mask particular ball had begim rolling.
and puppetry work. My productions have been directed to adult Later on in 2008, Manuel Moran and I (Manuel had asked me
audiences. but a proportion of children have always come with previously to become a member of the North American conimisfion
their parents (Baba Yaga. Arquearse, i. Ul„{ Rev. Plinch). of UNIMA ) worked to establish some kind of unifying group . invit-

Since establishing a permanent laboratory in 2001,1 have ing all puppeteers of Puertc, Rico to join '"Titiriterc,< de Puerto Rico."
offered workshops in the construction and manipulation of glove, The first meeting had quite a diverse turnout and we (the Titeretada
rod. shadow. humanette. marionette. and tabletop puppets along folks) established contact with the other groups who had been work-
with masks and cabezudos Ibig head puppets. similar to the ing for many years iii the field of children's puppetry. Later meetings
Mexican Mojigangas. Ed. 1. These workshops have mostly been were not successful and the strange divide between -them and us" has
directed towards adults. and so a new generation of puppeteers unfortunately continued. However. our initial contact with El Mundo
and mascareros have presented work in Maskhunt Motions de los Munecos and Teatro SEA has deepened to one of mutual re-
events: the I'z and 2'"' Festivals of the Theatrical Mask. the 1 " spect, collaboration and friendship and these two groups are part of
Encounter of the Performing Object. and the Encounter of I.ight the Titeretada team.
and Shadow. From my workshops have emerged and/or devel-
oped groups such as Y No Habia Luz and Papel Machete whose
utterly distinct work features both puppets and masks. We now
collaborate (along with Teatro Aspaviento) as companies and
individuals in the projects of Titeretada and Sobre la Mesa. -Irl.-I

The Company Y No Habia Luz was formed in 2003 with 4./Ill, 4--
the -purpose of forging their own space of artistic creation as . --1 * 46
a collective. They weave diverse disciplines such as music, the 1/ 1/I'll, il
plastic arts. body movement. the creation and manipulation of k" ~f
objects. masks and puppets. and film to construct their own ,"2 1/li.di
language that allows them to portray a clear and diverse message
through image and metaphor. 1*6 V 5 4*7,

Papel Machete was forined in 20()6 as a "worker's street and ./lilli. 
j

community theater collective employing puppetry, masks, and ibi--1. ,
performing objects in educational and agitational performances 45 4»as a means of supporting the struggles of the working class and . Vt - *
marginalized communities of Puerto Rico. Their work is gener- . 2
ated collectively by 13-15 active members through facilitated , @fs ~ 1

creative processes and construction workshops using papier . .9

macht as their medium and exploring a wide range of forms TEATRO ASPAVIENTO
and styles that include toy theater, cantastoria. shadow theater.
table-top puppetry. humanettes. cut-outs. masks. and giants.-
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GEROME ON THE PHONE, MASK HUNT MOTIONS

3

OJOBRUSCO MEDLEY, MASK HUNT MOTIONS Y NO HABiA LUZ
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La Titeretada 2009 grew ,ub,tantially 1 don t know ~h> ne puppeteer 1, gien UKing thi~ object :r, a point ot departure. each

are given to exaggeratic,n here. but in 2()()9. out program grew. puppeteer goe, away.ind worke on their piece We have 2 ",how
,along with the organizing nucleu, The exhibition wa~ dedicated to and telif to receive feedback. :idreH reheat,al to run the piece0.
the group«and mdividuals) (11- puppeteer„working m PuertoRico and thenthe perfuimance night0 Beloware theditterentedit1O110
and mcluded the worb, of El Mundo de lo~ Muneco~. Teatro SEA, 40 tar. with the object in paretithe,e0
Papel Machete. Y No Habia Lu,, Ma,khunt Motion,. A~paviento. Sobre la me~al (a niiniature wooden table). Sobre la mma 2
Agua, Sol y Sereno. Gabnel Soto. Tere Marichal. Fe y Coraje. -HI)" (a piece ofelectronic niother board). Sobre la me,m 3 -Ma-
Brenda Plumey, Magdamel Qumone~. Judith Rivera and Edward cabron" (a niou~etrap), Sobre la me„a 4 -En Pelota~- (a ,mall pent0
Cardenale, Thi. Titeretada included performances 10, children or 4mall brea~), Sobre la meia 5 -Encendido- (a xmall paratin
m outdoor arena0 (organized by Javier Ortii of El Mundo de 104 tealight). Sobre la me~ 6 -A la, millak' (a coa~ter wheel) The
Munecoo and a tive-week Puppet~ in Citienia,eriei Thi~ ivai cu- core groupot puppeteer, 10 Yu,#et Soto. Mary Anne Hopgood. Julio
rated by Julto Motale~ (Y No Habia Lui) and my0elt. atid opened Morale~.Sugeily Rodrigue7.Jorge Diaz. Yar, Hel feld. Cal-loK Torre~.
with the showing of Volume~ 1 and 2 ot Handmade Ptippet Drearni. Franci0co Iglevai and Deborah Hunt with the gue~ puppeteet-0 iii
thank, to the generchity ot Heather Hethon of Ibex Puppetry Each different edition; Brenda Plumey. Judith Rivera. Chemi Gonzalez
tollowing week, the filmnhown featured a,pecitictype of puppet. and Jo.e Enrique Rivera
and we organt7ed $hort, interactive performances around the ,how- Produced without,ubvdy by Ma~khunt Motic)114. the edition, of
ing„ Our celebration of World Puppetry Day had biosiomed to a Sobre la Mew have been publictied largely through ptivate email
five week marathon Once again, all event4 (largely free ot charge) Ii+, and Facebook It i. the oilly show fur which we take re„erva-
were filled to capacity tic,m and they are generally completely booked in two day+ The

La Titeretada 2010 idlected the tline0 in which we live Up adult public is diver,e Some are regular, and come to each edition
until now. we had only charged fur the Cabaret Night. to create a offering ~olidarity and feedback and witne,~ing the development in
mode;t fund tor the following year All other coht, were covered ,kill~ and dramaturgy ot each puppeteet The word hai,pread and for
(barely) by felling adverti~ement~ in the program Everybody ,ome member~ of the public. 11 li their hr~t theatrical experience
worked fur tree But with tund4 dra~tically cut for many people So there ii now a public intrigued by and eager for the diversity
working iii the art,. everybody wa, hurting and 40 we resolved ot the puppet, we create and who return agam and again to witneH
to ,hare the door equally among the perfoimer, We opened the the lipelmeA, the 0:itire. the politics. the poetry. and the range of
Titeretada with a Puppet Baiaar, prouding an opportumty for material andevent,weproduce There are al00 puppeteer, who are
puppeteen to •,ell their puppet, and related item, We did not have willing to expetiment, hone their ,k,11$. atid participate m and create
an exhibit th,0 year but the pet forinance program grew to include performance opportunitie+ Adult puppetry 14 here to 0tay
mi edition ot Sobre la me,m The Puppets m Cmema program \va0
~horter and, in fact. we managed to compre~ :111 eventi into three Deborah Hunt is originally from New Zealand but for
weeb, The orgamzing nucleu~ had,hrunk a4 everybody wa4,trug- the past 20 years has resided In Puerto Rico With
gling to make end, meet Still, all event, were tull her company Mask Hunt Motions she offers perfor-

So the festivab. mentioned before and the cabaret night,, of nlances and workshops in mask and puppetry from
the Titeretada~ had opened and \videned the field for an intere,t her studio and theatre Teatro Yerba BruJa in Rio Pie-
in adult puppetry Th10 proce% ha~ been accelerated by a project dras, Puerto Rico She is a member of UNIMAs North
called Sobre la nie,a American Commission

in 2007, 1 wa. tacilitating a nine nionth workxhop ot ma,k0 and
miniature>, called "Be4tia " We were in the last wage, ot mounting
the tmal production when 1 found by chance a vnall. mmiature
wooden table l bought 11 ofthem and ~ugge;ted -an awgnment-
to the participants and mvited gue,t performer~ 01 Be,tia. that we
each create a five-ininute piece on a ~mall TV dinner table. uvng
as a point of departure the miniature wooden table We created a
labyrinth of cloth that divided the xpace itito 11 k,04*. each ki04 &4 tt

large enough to fit 6 membet, ot the public Once all meinber0 01-
the public (66) were lead into their re,pective kio,k5 by the pup- -.,
peteen. we began At the end of the tive minute piece4, the public. .rm.
In the 0niall group0. would have a mmute and a half to travel to the
next kio„k. their movement triggered by muve (Thi4 wa, explamed
to them befole the performances began ) Thi~ gave each puppeteer
enough time (generally about 30 iecond$ as the next group alway$ .1

comes tri early) to rehet their,how and begin again Each puppeteer
' ' ·f ' <4..i 'tepeated their perfunnance 11 timeh. 00 that the public got to 0ee W. .

everything -/
-Since the hrit Sobre la ineia. we have perjornied 6 editioiii. -»----u-L.__2....MT'll »-/ I.roughly 2 edition+ per year For each new edition one ot the pup-

peteer, bring~ to a meeting a new and identical object that each TEATRO ASPAVIENTO
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Avt 0 verview 1- P Ypet Thkah e iN, P wky-to Uoo ,
Pi95 Praeput AMulfw~ve

by Manuel A. Moran Martinez, Ph.D

Theatre ha0 been an arti~tic manife~tation that hai undergone tie- Between 1969 and 1980. MIR alM) traveled to vte0 in the Car-

mendou4 development in Puerto Rico. particularly durmg the 208 ribean and the United State~. meltiding the Dommican Republic.

century Through great elton and hard work. thiN development wa~ Hartford. Atlanta and to the UNIMA World Puppetry Fe~tival in

wrought by 0everal people and in~titution~ dedicated to euabli~h. Wa4hingic)11. DC
After 13 year4 ot developing and ,howcaiing the art of puppetrymg a theallical tradition m Puem) Rico Three mftitiltion0 were

crucial to thi, development the Univeritty (,1 Puerto Rico; Drania throughout the country, the Teatrc, Efcolar Progral-n limited 110 actin-

Department, the In0titute 01 Puerto Rican Culture and th Divi~ion tie$ due to lack ot tutid4 and perMMmel Among it0 achievemenb. MIR

of Theatrical Promotion. and the Department 01 E.ducation'~ Teatro con.cilidated the u~ ot puppetry a~ :i re,,ource. \vhich faeilitited teach-

Escolar Program As I.ydia E0ther So~ ftated m her book. The 'lig/learnmg proce..04 It povtively ilitluenced qudenb' mtere~ toi

DerWopment 0/ Natio,itil ?hect/re i,i Ptic,to Ric o, the,e itivitutionf the theatte accountmg tor a proliteration ot puppet ellib0 iii $ch<,olf

earned out "the greate·,t contribution in the evolution and dekelop- Children and teenager$ de,igned, fabricated. and•,taged $how,, itte,,t-

ment ot our theatre " ing to the impact ot the program Today. the employment of puppet0

Puerto Ric:in children'$ theatre and puppet theatre ab,o enierged a. a te,ource m Ptietto Ric:111 ,chool, ha, dimin,ihed The lack of

through the,e mitiative'·, Pilerto Ricolackedatradition 01 children'~ traimlig and,upet-vi~ion ha# tore~talled it'·, fitrther evolution

theatre-e~pecially puppet theatre E.veil though puppet theatre
wa4 unheatd of m Puerto Rico before the 19600 . 0oine theatrical 1 ,
pertormance~ employed puppetf. whether :14 an artivic element or '44.'*~' 4 -,-~lf,.~'.,
foreducational purpo~ef m khool~.or by the (primarily E.uropean) r,#84 .:.4, f : 7 - pr--V- + .

theatre companie0 that iivted the 10land r, I.lik* i
Ar v . ...

MIR - (lenesi~ of National Puppet Theatre
Mn .

in 1965. Santiago 1.avandero him„ell mitiated a movement tc, e.- 0'11~ -2 - 6-  *45
tabli~h a puppet theatre tradition In the country Through the Teatro .N.A~ 1 ; *
E.0colar Program and US Title I. fund, nere 4ecured that allowed
him to evabli~h an expenmental project . A / Mmiteatro Iii /ctiml Ritral
(M/R). or Rural Mmitheater tor Children

Thi. innovative project trained itinerant puppetry compan,(0 that , fk ' ,=·· < ~
*:: li

touted theisland with the purpo,e of propiding "cultured recreation s- .
to all the children m rural and urban ,(1ne0. public and private ·· C 1,m~ i *.-S. '~p-4-~~ -

In Auguit 1966. an American Ma$ter-Puppeteer nanied Geotge  r '3~2.-1 ...-
Lat„haw wa, hired :r, puppeteer ,pecial,~1. to train the pei-~onnel

PEDRO AND MASKS, COMPANY AGUA, SOL Y SERENO
Those being trained were young high ichool graduate5 The tour
cho,en to ~taff the MIR weie Victor Adruin Garcia. Antonio Pdre/.
Rafael Ru17 and Ratael Lur, Garcia On November 9 . 1966 . they left The Pioneers
(,11 tour Culebra 14!and wa. the vte tor the tormal inauguration ot A f ter MIRi di~appearance. profeHional group, predominantly pro-

Mmiteatroliijantil Ritral de Puert<, Rtio LF<,r more <,ii Lahlictii 'j mc,tiny puppet theatre m grade ~chool ; began to emerge According

work iii PticitoRicc,, ve "George Lat # litm eNicibl , 5111115; atraditum to Ralael Ortiz , thet , Kt generation of Puerto Rican puppet compa-

of puppetrr m Puerto RK o," Puppetty International #2 /, 20()7, or nie4 \vere Titerc# Cibtico ( Germ :in ColOn - 1968 ). Titere # de Mari()

go to www unima- u „a org/publication4/Latshaw pdf Edi Dc >liciteffcatio Nacional de Sonibic,5 Chine,cas ( Mario Donate-
The Puppetry Seminar trained the itaIT during the ~ummer$ \968). i itcre~ de itterk} Ric ()( 104 Alvarez-Zayda Rubertd - 1972 ).

Participant# were tramed m the various area4 of puppetry . from 7 /tere.5 de Boriken l Franc~co Torre,- 1975 ). La Clm/ Ptiblt((mp

puppet making to creating matertal toi the performance, 111 Rafael ( Angel Domenech - 1975 ). Titinm[indi ( Filipo Tirado- 1975 ). and El

Ortiz ', book . Note\ about Ptippet Theatre {„ Ptlert(, Rico, he state* Mit ,iclocle h , 5 Mlifien}# l Rafael Ortiz- 1978 ) Thif 1 :r, t company wa,
that, on average. 20 people were trained annually Tho~ training the tint Puerto Rican conipany to win UNIMA-USA~ "Citation of
4e~voir, and ,eminars were combined with other ~emman in order Excellence'  ( mmxchio. 1985 )
to train teachenfonchooltheatre% Inthe pre~enceot Lathhaw. and All oftheie conipatite, work with different puppet ityle0. but the

later of Angele0 Ga„et trom Spain and after that of Bruce Che~46 -bc,cone1/muppet ~ty le" puppet~. glove puppeb and rod puppeb are
from the US,a generation ot native puppeteer, wa~ educated the most common Mou ot the>,e companies remain active

Th14 generation continue, to dominate the puppet theater 4tage,
of Puerto Rico
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Festivals iii Puerto Rico
Since itscreation in 1955. the Instituteol-Puerto Rican Culture
(ICP) has been the governmental agency entrusted with promot-
ing the arts in Puerto Rico. With a combination of federal and
state funds (National Endow ment forthe Arts). it promotes and
subsidizes the arts through festivals and/or other programs and
artistic projects. In 1977, the ICP initiated the Puppet Theatre
Festival. The majority of the pioneer companies listed above
participated iii that first festival. Four festivals were carried out
from 1 977 to 1981. Alter the last one, ICP combined the Puppet
Theatre Festival with the Children's Theatre Festival. annually
celebratingthemupuntil 1987. continuingthenithroughannual
editions 01 Chi ldren 's Theatre Routes. t ravel ing throughout the
entire island. 1,12(}02. ICPre-installed the Puppet Theatre Fes-
tival,and now holds them every other year. The eighth edition

The ICPFesrivals are national in scope. encouraging pioneer
of the festival was celebrated iii December 2009.

Master-Puppeteer Mario Donate to initiate and organize the 111-
COMPANY ASPAVIENTO ternational Biennial of Puppet Theater. This festival showcases

both local and foreign companies. Ten editions of this festival
New Generations have been organized. drawing companies from countries such
Ne\v companies enierged after the original MIR members trained yOuile-= as Spain. The Dominican Republic. Mexico. Venezuela. Ar-
sters on the E.g itt'/t, 77cnica de A,·texci,iht 72'titic// (ETAE). This project. gentina, Colombia. Co<ta Rica and the United States. lt is the
which lasted from 1972 to 1982. wasti't a specialized puppetry school. only international puppet festival in Puerto Rico.
but it incorporated a significant puppetry component. since many of the Iii addition to the above-mentioned festivals. The Caguas
faculty members were former MIR members. City Puppet Festival (1987 - present) is organized iii a city

that has become '"the capital of Puerto Rican puppet theater."
Ptippet Theatre for Adults Besides this festival. Caguas offers free puppet theater classes.
Master Puppeteer and Mask Maker, Deborah Hunt. has been a key hax a resident puppet theatre company mid is considering open-
figure in developing puppet theatre in Puerto Rico. especially in puppet ilig a puppet museum.
theatre for adults. a novelty c,ii the isl:ind since the niajority of existilig Another festivalinitiated by a group of puppetec,mpanies.
companies primarily produced shows fur children. now called "7itiriteros cd Piterm Rice,„" is the literettichi . This

Pedro Adorno is another important figure iii the puppet and mask festivaL which includes expositions. movies, cabaret. bazaars.
theatre movement for adults. He worked and trained for many years and shows, has been held annually since 2008.
with the famous American puppet company. Bread & Puppet Theatre .
He returned to Puerto Rico in 1993 and founded his company , Agila , Puppet Theater Schools
Sc,/ r St'reim, with which he participated with his theater projects and After the puppet theater seminars offered by the Teatro Esco-
workshops in several international festivals, most recently experiment- lar Program and by the Excuela Tdcnica de Artesania Teatral
ing with film. (ETAE) ended, no further formal education iii this art form

was made available. Existing companies offered only spo-
radic workshops relating to the creation and manipulation of
puppet'..

Recently. Noelia Ortiz. a graduate of the Masters Degree
Program in Puppet Theater at IPPA/Connecticut College. taught

» - ~ ~ and Carolina also offer clas~es
nient. Rio Piedras Campus. The Fine Art Schools of Caguas
some courses at the University of Puerto Rico s Drama Depart-

Publication%
There are few publications about puppet theatre in Puerto Rico.
At the time of MIR. the Teatro Excolar Program published
educational materials on puppet theatre, along with curriculum

0% guides forteachers and scripts to be staged in schools  through-
out the country.

Addressing puppet theater history in Puerto Rico, Rafael A.
Ortiz wrote Notes on Puppet Theater ill Plierk) Rico, l 2002).

TEATRO SEA
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This book offers a summary of  the history of the puppet theater
movement. but from a personal perspective that privileges the
authors own experiences as part of this movement. He offers valu-
able information on the main puppet companies, most specifically *„ e *
on Mundo de los Mitnecos. his own company. '4·lr F «% . '- wGladys Ruiz's historic preservation efforts must also be men- > -'<

 ·L « a 1/1- - .tioned, as well as the work of puppeteer. playwright and actresN -,e
Tere Marichal . , 1./.--

Puppets iii Puerto Rican Television
The use of puppetry emerged in Puerto Rican television during the
seventies. From then on various children's television programs be-
e.an using puppets influenced by various foreign programs such as ~ --.-

E./ Topo Gigio, Phi:a Sts.yamo (the Spanish version of Sestime St/·ket. e~

produced in Mexico) and. in the 198(}s. 7712 Muppet Show. .,1,1-I--Il--*WA#.*,.·w·.. · ···~····.".M*M*. /.·0' -''-~.."..:-I*..'-·

Puppets have also been featured iii adult programs. One of the ..1 h I l

programs with highest ratings in Puerto Rican television is Super . i ~ 1#-''Aw Af: '49 SBS
ANTONIO ~REZ

Cone lusion
Puppet Theatre in Puerto Rico has evolved in a s low. yet continuou~
way· More rexearch and publications on the historical development
ofthis theater ifenre 14 needed in order to continue promoting the art

-

of puppetry there. New initiatives. creative projects. puppeteers and
collectives are evolving, yet there is scarcely any exchange between

MIR ~ theseemerginggroupsandthe pioneers. It will be necessary tojoin
forces. set aside differences and share knowledge in order to unify
the puppeteers, This is the only way to continue nurturing the art

- --61',1 mi - 4* of puppet theatre in Puerto Rico.

For a longer version of this article and more images. go to:

www.unima-usa.org/publications

X-c·iii.5iro. A full-body, loudmouthed puppet named La Comay
(formerly La Condesa). originally created by Master-Puppeteer
Jost L6pez and manipulated by Kobbo Santarrosa. comments on 2•Li P / ,/. . ./.1 1
the daily news as well as show business gossip. Another famouss „9 1 * 4/1 LA -
puppet created by Lcipez was Burbi,jita. which starred in achildren's 49 -*
televisioii program of the same name.created by the television C0111-

mentator, Millie Cangiano. Jo,61.6pez has won several awards for
his work of construction and design. including the two UNIMA-USA
 n ''- I 2,81. I :,Citations that Puerto Rico received. He de~igned and built the two ..4,14-" i

award winning productions iii 1985 and 2010. *~1- ftf*A;4/
Filipo Tirado'spuppets werealsovery populariii several tele-

vision programs : Kilate and Piritit , 1.0.\ Politicos, caricalures 01
the country's government candidates. David Alvarez'x puppets are 0 k
anotherexample of puppets that have been integrated into television.
He began with a xegment in the now discontinued Show de /as Doce
at Telemundo. and eventually produced a sitcom with puppets titled
Radio Mostro, which only lasted a season.

EL MUNDO DE LOS MUAECOS PUPPET COMPANY
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museum and permanent theatre space, matro SEA. i~#1 L

Puppetry and Post-Dramatic Performance Corrections for PI #28

An International Conference on
Jolut Be'(1's Hi*ory 001(AAM/tPerforming Objects in the 2151 Century

April 1-3, 2011 - University of Connecticut, Storrs Bell implied that Philip Huber was the lead puppeteer on the
fil m Team America World Police. While Huber was involved
in the project early on, Tony Urbano is. in fact, the lead pup-

Todar, the term pitjipetr>· can be upplied to a wide range peteer of record.
of objects and images presented in live and mediated

*. 10(4*Opt:performance. These pei-jc,Iming objectx and animated - Rolbatic Py)
image,% continne to appear in truditional The caption on page 24 should read:

)1·0,-h/s, even as trcidific,Iicil brimiclarics between the art.1 DANCERS FROM BROOKS & COMPANY DANCE

imif ~ RECORDING THE CHOREOGRAPHY USING A MOTION-themselres break down. This conference. sponsored by
~ CAPTURE SYSTEM. DATA WAS THEN USED TO

the Uiliversitr of Connectic ·m, Calitorma Institute 01 2~ PROGRAM ROBOTIC ACTUATORS TO CONTROL

the Arts, and the Research Commission of UNIMA 7134 TRADITIONAL WOOD AND STRING MARIONETTES .

explore new approac lics to puppetry and performing
(111 kim/x in

enliven the field of discourse.

- 8/- Join UNIMA-USA and list ~
your puppetry resources in... ~ ~~ 1
PUPPETRY YELLOW PAGES!
This next generation of the Touring Directory soars to

new heights with:
t

· exciting design · improved organization · expanded listing
categories including: museum exhibits, resident productions.

touring shows,workshops/classes, design services,Ill J.

and special events/activities.

Company Level members receive three complimentary listings
in this unique and groundbreaking publication! Don't be left out

For information & submission guidelines go to: of this new and optimal reference for all things puppetry
www. puppetconference.uconn.edu Go w www.unlma-usa.ora Tor more InTormation.
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A Bri,ef Hutory of
PUfp€try DI/l Mexi©o

by Francisca Miranda Silva
translated by Miguel Trelles

The puppet theater was ati artistic manifestation thal was born and
developed in parallel on different continents. There have been trace3
iii Mexico of this ancient art from the pre-Columbian era found in
action figures and dolls used for ritual offerings, religious celebra-
tions. processions and dances.

In Spain. puppet theatre was born as an informal show in pub-
lie spaces for entertainment. These spaces were used for public
entertainment such as. iyninastics. balancers. tumblers. tightrope
walkers. acrobatics. exotic animals, singing, and invisible man/time
machine acts.

The puppet shows were among the first to be presented and
mentioned in Spain asfarback as 1524. and were developed during
three colonial centuries. The group% that preNented the puppetry also
traveled abroad to cities and towns ofthe viceroyalty. These groups
acted at fairs, marketplaces, inn backyards. households, plazas, and
streets-generally. any place where they could set up their puppet
theatre. also known as"Mdquina Real" (Real Machine).

Aside from the public interest towards this artistic form of ex-
pression. conditions of representations were difficult. Due to com-
munication efforts with National Royal Hospital administrators (who ,
had a monopoly on the capital's special events), the best acrobatic 7'-5 riN: 

. 1 *~ kor puppetry companies were permitted to present in the Coliseum
during Lent, when the regular company wax inactive. but the rest
were prohibited from acting within the capital. It was feared their 94 4M)k A%7
presence might decrease attendance at the Coliscum.

This was one of the obstacles puppet theatre faced. but still # ellanother more difficult task was at hand-puppetry was categorized
as excess. damaging to the town's; morale. which led governing au-
thorities to prohibit it. The church and inquisition were also attentive
to the content of puppet comedy. The first victims were comedic
puppets followed by trapeze and acrobatic acts.

In the following decades. administrators became more tolerant
of this form of artistic expresxion. They became aware that, if too
severely repressed. the street performers would perform at parties

DI<

in private households which would be more difficult to monitor or
effectively control. -N 0-P t H J 1 rl, i),in the early nineteenth century. puppeteers established them- 1
selves iii the city. Fences and tarps were later developed into circus (' \I.1,1'. RI·, il, 1)16 K \ 0'1' i .iN 1 Mt.lt. 6.

tents for public viewing. as they are known today. New shows were "'ff))))/)P~>\b']_>\ «)]%1<_10183
established for public attractions. Glit\ rn(01(n I)[ I #md#mmAVOL-

1. THEATER PERIQUITO,1936
DE 1865.

2. THEATER COMINO 1.leR,; por lin rl l'eliz ,!i., cti ipielleno mi corazon de
la in,t; 1,·uftin,1.1 gratilii I de dir lin:19 fililcicilies 1)11'3

3. NATIONAL CAMPAIGN AGAINST ILLITERACY, SOLEDAD ETLA, OAXACA, 1934 lies, temendo el *0, dit.1!~i~Ii,·ur, {[l~e 50 pri wi n

rn e:le p,itio la aliti·,11,1 comp:ifti·i, y p ird el electo. 11:

4. POSTER FOR NOPALITO, MEXICO CITY. CITRU, INBA, 1863 :116,611.Ay[Re
- Des,li·.i 1 1,|oce de la maft·ini se sitli.ir.L on·1

Intlsic,i milit:,r :i tour boii[as y escij,:las pitz.1. 1.,ia
rre:bir 3 b con:urrene:li.

piblic:o, 1,1 mtisica toc:ira tina lic,·1,1,)sm marcha.
3.0 lialles liuy diliciles por el Sr. 6,11·(·iJ.
4. ° Jii•ftos de plates por 4,1 tr. Goin,·z
5. I Pu~irioties acail,jinicas nor el Sr. iN.
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in Mexico City. iii the year 186(). puppet theatre had not yet
reached the level of institutional art. However. the puppeteers contin-
ued to struggle to be recognized. in order to access the main square ....
plazas of the city at the same level of its ·"other brother. the classic
theatre." They continued their work under t:lips on a smaller scale.
including the areas surrounding the city. such as alleyways and empty
streets. The authorities continued exercising cenforship. tamishing
the shows" themes as morally dangerous and politically sensitive.

 
..U'"m'.

To counteract censorship. the Mexican puppeteer, were able to 241 -- 21Id<DEcreate a solid society, This would establi~h the basis for contiiiuity 1 *S~
and puppet history. To achieve their goals. these young entrepreneurs
decided to lower show prices. pay taxes. establish order. and even
add security if necessary.

Like other parts of the world in past decades. the beginning of
popular theatres influenced Mexicok public life. creating a neces-
sary counterpoint of visual and cultural expressions promoted by
their establishment.

Fortunately for the puppet companies, the logic changed drasti-
cally toward the second half of the nineteenth century. The republican
takeover eliminated the remains of the previous viceroyalty and H
delineated. in cultural terms, a different destiny for the country.

The puppet acts iii Mexico that had been condemned for more
than a century got a new lease on life in the second half of the nine-
teenth century. Puppets became a valuable asset of republican life.
it was one of the first cultural expres>nons that was pas,;ed on to the Q
new nation as it reinvented itself.

Among many puppeteers in the era. the Aranda brothers stood
out for their artistic creations, iii the year 1835. in Huamantla.
Tlaxcala (far from Mexico City). with small handcrafted puppets.
By the year 1880. the works of the family got stroneer and stood
out for being the best in the country under the direction of [.eandro
Rosete Aranda. who changed the name ofthe company to " Empresa 7 4
Nacional Mexicana de AutiSmatas Hermanos Rosete Aranda" C Rosetc
Aranda Mexican National Enterprises of Automated Puppets ). With
the artistic quality. he received collaborated assistance to write the A 'r<74history of 5.107 stringed puppets as well as a dramatic presentation
of 25() works ofart throughout three generations. 107 years old. In
the end. the brilliance ofthe enterprises decayed. Years later, Carlos I
E.spinal Vallejo re-showcased the puppet collection in post-revolu-
tionary Mexican life. ,/,2' » -

I.

5. LOLA CUETO, FRANCISCA CHAVEZ AND ROBERTO LAGO, AND CREW, CAMPAIGN

AGAINST ILLITERACY, 1946

6. THEATER RIN-RIN, "THE WINTER OF THE ANIMALS," 1934

PHOTOS 1,2,3,5,6- PROPERTY OF DOLORES VELAZQUEZ DE CUETO

7. Tou RING THEATER GILBERTO RAMi REZ ALVARADO (DON FERRUCO) 01 1 , *-- 1 A f
FOR THE DEPARTMENT FOR SOCIAL ACTION OF THE FEDERAL DISTRICT GOVERNMENT

c. 1940-1950 6/'~ ~VE.t
PHOTO 7- PROPERTY oF ROBERTO LAGO SALCEDO

8. PROGRAM FOR THEATER FRIJOLITO, UNDER THE BIG Top GRJEC R]SOLITO/+9 .

"TITIRIGLOBO" (PUPPET WORLD), 1984
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Concerning the puppets, the handcrafted and realistic style,
which captivated the Rosete Aranda'+ audience, began fading
when faced with the new production technology. Performances f,4 *
with broader meaning and more universal themes expanded the
locals' perceptions. Carlos Espinal suddenly inherited the art
that represented one era: -munccos de hilo o autcimatas" (the
automated and string puppets) as they were known.

By 190(). the popularity of puppetry. which had been on the '10  11>

rise, began to decline. The repertoire's characteristic originality
wandered. lost in repetitive picturesque allusions. No new ideas
were generated nor were visible on the horizon. Other manipu-
lators or employers. in addition to the Rosete Aranda. brought
new energy to the puppet show. At the same time, imitators
proliferated. who copied these larger companies and used their
names or even posed as them as a way of ensuring success.

In the 20"' century, puppeteer Julidn Gumi from Catalonia.
Spain. suddenly appeared. In 1906. he was using sleeved hand
puppets that differed from the French version. It wasn't until
1929that a true movement of guifiol (hand in head) theatre was
initiated, which even today informs much of puppetry

New groups that made presentations with the guilt()1
techniques were the Theater Periquillo and La Casa del extu-
diante indigena, under the management of Bernardo Ortiz de
Montellano and the collaboration of de Julio Castellanos and
Juan Guerrero. These men became an active part of the edu-
cational history of the nation and made possible the new era I.

of the "teatro guinol- in Mdxico. The group theme was about
health and alcoholism. It gave presentations in streets. parks
and gardensinthe Mexican cities asapart of populartheatrical
activities. organized by the newly created Direcci6n de Accicin
Social of D.D.F.

Together with the Theater Periquillo was the other new
project sponsored by S.E.P. under the supervision of Ezequiel ,
Padilla, Secretary of Public Education and Fine Ails, and Ortiz 1 4
de Montellano as coordinator for La Casa del estudiante indi- 1 * .T--4'-r #

gena. The main target for the new project was "to instruct the
country- and farm-kids" through the recovery of indigenous
legends and myths, and the promotion oftheatrical scripts made
by the same native students. This was part of a search for a true
national identity through the indigenous roots long subjacent to
the dominant Hispanic culture. and their subsequent incorpora-
tion into contemporary society and its cultural life.

TEATRO GUI~OL DE BELLAS ARTES ( FINE ARTS GUIGNOL THEATER):
9. MAMA FROG

h
10. KING VENTRIPON

COLLECTION CARLOS V. ESPINAL:

11. SKELETON BULLFIGHTER

12. DEVIL
13. SKELETON ON A BICYCLE

PHOTOS 8- 13, PROPERTY OF THE CENTER FOR CHILDREN'S THEATER, INBA
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In the decade, of the tortie+ :mci the littie+. there appeared a .:.fill
new at-ti01 with a new very iniportant character Chlberto Ranitre7
Alvarado and hr, puppet, the tamou 4 'Fen uoi Temboritio Pil ipititi
and hi~traveling group of guiftol theater Their 0ihool ple,entation,
weredidactic and tavored labor Show, tor thegeneial public were
educational a* well Hired by the Direce·1611 de Acci611 Social del
D D F. it promoted the government political view 01-World War Il.
and wa~ renamed Puppet Theater for the Deten,e 2/ f.

With the new prodliction. and $cenic de,ignerf. puppet theater~ - 1-1
took a new' breath and gave :in opportunity to the activitle. pri)moted .1//14 ,/ +
b> SEP and the cultural in~titution+ like the INBA Tho~e were
the toot. Ot the guiftol theater of Bella~ Arte, (National lii,titute
of Fine Aib) with the group~ 01 Comitio. Nahiral. Penquito that
Erred a didactic and pedagogical function and had a 11114voll that
promoted the educational. arti,tic and ideological tendencie0 ofthe
new Mexican society' A moment had arrived wheii two colicepb
that had aluayf been di~tinct-:ducation and culture-were united
:14 a way of def ming and reinforcing national identity 15

The final curtain clo,ed on the teatro guinol Creial,to. Teatro
Petul. Teatio Guific, 1 Sanitario and the groupA of the INBA (Chapulin.
Fri-Jolito. Piruleque. Chipote. and Colibi-i y Fri.icilito) were norking
even ax recently a~1985 In it4 tinal decade,. the gitific,] theatet
developed in tatideni with mullutional activitle, particli]:11- to the
INBA Throughoutthe 0epent,(4. the INBAcreate the T,tinglobo-a b i
tent devgned to develop a gumol theater ie:~on The important
achievementi ot Titi riglobo ended by reviving the company 01 Ro-
,ete Aranda. though the Titinglobo it~11 1:ided m the eightie0

Iii the twenty-1-ir41 century, atter 20() year~ ot Mexican indepen-
dence. we can .ee the hi vorical legacy that ill tho~e art i .tic 1-amilie~
and group$ have left to all the new puppeteeh. organizatio11$. and
multution$ th:it .till work to create puppet theater All 01 them
create liew techniquex and production~ thioligholit the Meric:iii
republic with their ni,iii:,dic puppet theaten. 0howing lip iii tenb.
church entratice,$.home, and theatel-0. pre,,elitilig ,cript, of hr,torical 16~
characters tantay, optical illuvon :ind vanely toi the enjoyment
ot the >oung and old. Ji,0t a, their predeceHor~ did

BIBLIOGRAPHY AND MORE IMAGES ON P 52

Francisca Miranda Silva is originally from Nicaragua but
now lives In Mdxico She ma writer and researcher who
specializes in puppetry

14 LEANDRO ROSETE TOURING THE U S WITH MUSICIANS - 4. .
PHOTO DANIEL ALVA AND FAMILY, TOLUCA, MEXICO F

PROPERTY OF ARMANDO DE MARIA AND CAMPOS

15 BIG TENT THEATER, COMPANY OF "AUTOMATA," ROSE-IE ARANDA,
PROPERTY OF CARLOS V ESPINAL AND FAMILY

COMPANY DON CARLOS V. ESPINAL ,"1 - 9
16 DON CARLOS V ESPINAL AND FAMILY Al17 COMPANY MEMBERS =1' *

.$*

PHOTOS 15-17, PROPERTY OF CARLOS V EspiNAL /ROSA MARIA GARCIA ESPINAL

from the Document Archive at MUAP, Colima
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P'*fts i*l Mextoo ad th New Genkratispa
by Casar Taveras translated by Miguel Trelles

The history of puppets in Mexico can be divided into several cycle ended. These are the roots of the current puppeteers.
major time periods, starting with pre-Hispanic rituals involv- In the mid-seventies, Mexico hosted a great influx of South
ing clay figures from Teotihuacdn and Cacaxtia-mere dolls American exiles fleeing the numerous military dictatorships
or figurines to some but already puppets to others. Fray Ber- taking power in their countries. Among these exiles. a number
nardino de Sahagun , in his book Historia General de las rosas of puppeteers with a different puppet aesthetic arrived and rein -
de la Nueva Espafia, writes about a person in the main square vigorated the national puppet theater. Among the arrivals were
who ". . . shaking his back pack would call upon those inside Nicolas Loureiro, Maria Cespedes, Cecilia Andres, Roberto
. . . then some figures in childlike dress would emerge. They Espina. Carlos Converso. Lucio Espindola. Claudio Prudhome,
would dance, sing, representing what his heart would dictate. and Leonardo Kosta.
Afterwards they would go back in, placed into the back pack The drive to become organized took hold at the end of the
. . for that, he who brought them out to jump about or represent seventies and the beginning of the eighties. starting with the UM-
the gods, was gratified." TAC (Uni6n Mexicana de Titiriteros A.C.), where collaborators

Along with the conquest at the hands of Hermin Cortes. two such as Virginia Ruano, Roberto Lago, Patricia Ostos, Carlos
puppeteers named Pedro L6pez and Manuel Rodriquez arrived. Converso Leticia Colina and Mireya Cueto edited a bulletin titled
as the conquistador enjoyed that sort of entertainment. Cortes "Don folias" and organized a nine-day puppet theater event in
himself asked Charles V to convert the natives and this prosely- Guadalajara, Jalisco. In 1978 this group became consolidated as
tizing was carried out by staging religious plays with dolls. the "AsociaciOn Civil.'

In the so-called Colonial era, puppets were employed after a UNIMA Latin America was created in 1980 and shortly there-
license was obtained to perform with them in yards, house patios; after, in 1981. a constituent congress carried out in Queretaro
still others were deployed clandestinely and the more fortunate established the Mexican Center for UNIMA. A Civil Association
ones appeared in theaters. Representative puppets such as Don was formalized in 1983. Its adherents included Lucio Espindola,
Folias. "el negrito," and Juan Panadero began to appear. Raquel Barcena, Patricia Ostos, and Mireya Cueto, who struggled

It is in the XIX century that the representative era of Mexican to project a broader appeal through the creation of new festivals.
puppet history begins. The Aranda brothers began exploring this a dedicated site, governmental support and travel abroad. In
format around 1835 in the city of Tlaxcala. Later on they formed almost thirty years there have been multiple meetings of the
the Rosete Aranda Company, which soon gained popularity and minds, disagreements, highs and lows, as well as a consolida-
subsequently earned them fame as they toured the Mexican Re- tion of various regional groups in order for puppeteers to obtain
public, spending long seasons in theaters all over the capital. By support for specific projects in their own states. Throughout this
1900 they reportedly had approximately 5000 puppets. time, organizational cycles as well as members have fluctuated,

After the 1909 death of Leandro Rosete, this Company backing for the institution was not unanimous.
declined until years later, when one of its The creation of festivals did spur
puppeteers, Carlos Espinal. acquired the puppeteer activity, which led to the 1978

SA
name and, until his own demise in 1961, creation of the first International Puppet
achieved even greater fame under the Week. Organized by the IMSS in col-
name "Titeres Rosete Aranda, Empresa laboration with the then active UMTAC,
de Carlos Espinal. this week later became the permanent

In 1929 Bernardo Ortiz, Juan Guer- IMSS international festival, which lasted
rero and Julio Castellanos started the until 1992.
first puppet theater with glove puppets. The Festival internacional del Titere
The so-called Golden Era of Mexican de Tlaxcala. celebrating its twenty-fifth
Guignol Theatre took offin 1931. Then, . anniversary this year, traces its origins to a
artists such as Angelina Beloff, Leopoldo puppet week first organized by Alejandro
Mendez, Juvenal Ferntindez, Germtin List Jara and Guadalupe Alemtin. In Mexico
Arzubide. Lola y Germdn Cueto, Roberto City, the Muf Festival has taken hold
Lago, and Gilberto Ramirez (Don Ferru- and gradually several festival organiza-
co) created a puppet movement employed tions have become integrated, allowing
by literacy and health campaigns. Fine r for Tlaxcalan neighboring states such as
Arts and the Secretary of Education both Veracruz, Morelos and Hidalgo to host
created companies up until 1965, when a extensions of the Tlaxcalan event.

RosETEs Expo 1996 PHOTO: EL_VIA MANIE
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In 1993. the Festibatil de Titeres was first organized in Mon- and children's theater are staged. Luz Angelica Colin has carried
terrey. This festival has already been held twelve times. Sinaloa out various efforts to create a puppet museum in that city, even
witnessed the emergence of a new festival in 1997, named after though the outcome is Still pending. The most recent effort is
one of the region's most emblematic puppeteers: Don Pedro an initiative to create a puppet school in said capital.
Carre6n. The group. Marionetas de la Esquina organized the In 2008, Heie Boies opened a space in Guanajuato named
Titerias Festival in 2003, the first of its kind in Guanaiuato, and Casa Simurgh and it continues offering weekend shows. The
later moved to the capital. Other recent festivals worthy of note space exhibits the founder's significant collection of puppets
are: Festin de los mufiecos in Jalisco, Festival de San Miguel Al- from all over the world.
le tide, Festival de Chihuahua, Festiterando Mexico City, Festival This year. Marionetas de la Esquina opened a new space in
Nacional de Morelia. Each year the same puppeteers compete Mexico City, La Casa de la Titeria. Other efforts by groups such
to organize their own festivals. as Acercarte in Puebla, Contarte in Tlaxcala, and Drag6n Rojo

Adultiteres, a festival organized by Francisco Beverido ex- in Veracruz have not been successful.
clusively for an adult public, deserves to be singled out. The country boasts 26 publications devoted to dramaturgy,

Regarding the spaces dedicated exclusively to puppets, the 16 publications devoted to puppets and puppeteer history, and 13
venues have been scarce, most notably Titiriglobo, an INBA periodicals which include a numberdedicated exclusively to pup-
space located in the forest at Chapultepec, which operated briefly petry, 12 publications address manipulation techniques, 5 contain
during the 1970s. essays on the craft, and 3 catalog puppeteers or museums.

In Mdrida, Yucatan, the little theater Pedrito constitutes the Even though the contemporary aesthetic has evolved, tech-
reference point for Yucatecan puppets. Run by the Titeradas niques have remained pure. String puppets succumbed to gloves,
group since 1972. even scant support has not managed to close the gloves were overtaken by the bocones (big mouths), the black
this small theater. which continues operating intermittently to this light theater arrived and the shadow theater experimented with
day, thanks to the enthusiasm of its creator Wilberth Herrer. changes but continued with shadows. Currently, visibly manipu-

Museo Nacional del titere opened in 199 1. Located in Hua- lated table-top shows are on the rise. The actor leaves the teatri'no
mantla. Tlaxcala. this space for puppet preservation has been the (booth), shows him or herself and manipulates the puppets, but
site of a festival for many years and constitutes the first museum narration prevails in many spectacles where it is not clear where
dedicated to this art in the country. the oral narrative begins and where the puppets end.

A second museum opened its doors in Monterrey in 1994 New generations. fortunate to be able to see so many puppets,
under the management of Batil Teatro A.C. Referred to as La stand on the shoulders of this history. They can also experience
Casa de los Titeres (The Home of the Puppets), this private festivals where national and international projects are performed
space without government subsidies has exhibition halls, a the- on stage. These relatively new advantages prove to be a vast
ater, an archive and also serves as the site of the annual puppet improvement over past conditions, where puppet exchanges
festibaules. were jealously guarded affairs due to the necessity of traveling

In the mid-nineties, Marionetas de la Esquina opened its vast distances to meet other groups. With a click of the mouse.
Cuernavaca. Morelos installations. They closed after the group the "You Tube generation" can watch. analyze and copy (which,
relocated to Mexico City. Other groups with sites include La Rana fortunately, does not occur frequently). Small tableaux and
de Guanajuato, which opened a forum for 30 people and which simple short stories are the most frequently observed throughout
continues despite financial difficulties. Carlos Converso in Xa- the cities in Mexico.
lapa, Veracruz opened the first school for puppeteers: CHAT, AC. What has been missing is formal schooling. There have been
This space was run for four years and was forced to shut down attempts to establish it, but it usually remains at the course level
when its space was taken over. It has recently obtained support or diploma program where practice laboratories are a luxury.
from the state of Veracruz to Institutes for scenic arts in the uni-
open a site elsewhere. versities still have not opened their

Also in Xalapa the Mere- CONTINUED ON PAGE 52
quetengue group opened a ,-* 9
space in 2009. Known as A.* ,

El rincon de los titeres (Pup- * Descubrirel hilo negro is a phrase
pet Corner). this forty-seat *'* that seems unique to Mexic·o. While
theater carries out Sunday it is used in many contexts, it has
programming . its origins in the marionette theater,

where to try and 'find the blackIn the City of Queretaro,
thread" might be seen as exposingFranco Vega created La Car- the mechanics ofthe performance-telera space, where puppets particularly apropos to the plea Mr.
Taveras makes, for puppeteers to

PRE-COLUMBIAN FIGURES turll this to their advantage! IEd. J
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IANI,MA-btfA Citatikpc of Excetleplce
by Marianne Tucker, Chairwoman, 2010 Citations Committee

The UNIMA-USA Citation of Excellence is a one of a kind
award in puppetry. Some international festivals have "best of
the festival awards" but no one else honors an individual pro-
duction occurring anywhere at any time in North America. * 54)58

"The movies have their Oscars, the theater its Tonys, but
for puppetry, there was no such award." (Mark Levenson, St,4 *r
Winner's Circle) That is until 1973 when Jim Henson founded
the Citation of Excellence. He wrote in a letter to Allelu S

Kurten in 1988 "... if three people you trust all recommend
a particular show, then you definitely try and see it. In other
words, you have a "cited" show ..." This was the procedure
adopted to determine which production receives a Citation.

MANUEL MORAN- TEATRO SEA, MOLLY Ross- NANA PROJECTS,

HEATHER HENSON- IBEX PUPPETRY, JOHN LuDWIG- CENTER FOR PUPPETRY ARTS
Reviewers from all over the country nominate shows that,
in their opinion, demonstrate excellence in writing, lighting,
music, staging, performance, manipulation and touch their In 1993 the Citations were expanded to include puppetry
audiences in a profound way. in film and recorded media, and in 2010 we had our first

performance for the internet only award. With the inception
Reviewers are from different walks oflife, ages and have ofour web site (www.unima-usa.org) requests for reviews

as many different opinions as there are reviewers, thus the and nomination forms are available online, making it easier
Citations are awarded to many different styles of show, from for the reviewers and performers to bring productions to
the huge theatrical production employing many puppeteers the attention of all.
and actors to the one woman show intended for small, young
audiences. Some reviewers have literally hated a show that UNIMA-USA will continue to evaluate the Citations of
was loved by enough of a different opinion that it received an Excellence Award and the procedure for review. Changes
award. This is actually a wonderful feature of the Citation of will come, but the UNIMA-USA Citation of Excellence
Excellence: that many different people volunteer their time will continue to be a coveted award and an honor for all
to go out and see shows and send in a review and so many those who receive it... and only those in North America
different shows are represented in the roster of winners. can receive it!

$14.95 per copy
-% i ~ .The Language of the Puppet (includes shipping in U. S.)

This landmark book brings together 19 top puppetry / I ~ ~
performers, artists and scholars from three conti-
nents, and is full of beautiful pictures. { 011 Ir)apm,64
Available from UNIMA-USA:
1404 Spring St. NW, Atlanta, GA 30309 <unima@puppet.org>

You can now purchase UNIMA publications online with
crediVdebit card and electronic checks.
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LIVE PERFORMANCE:

Arias with a Twist, produced by Basil Twist

Cinderella in Muddy York by Puppetmongers Theatre

RAINBOW BRIDGE The Very Hungry Caterpillar and other Eric Carie Favorites
and Swimmy, Frederick, and inch by Inch, both by
The Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia

Two and Only by Jay Johnson

Gogol Project by Rogue Artists Ensemble

Cinderella by The Great Arizona Puppet Company

1 Lambchop, the Lamb, the Legend, the Legacy
Rbi by Mallory Lewis

Entertaining a Thought by Leslie Carrara-Rudolph

GO(SOL PROJECT Alonzo 's Lullaby by Nana Projects , Inc .

Panther and Crane created by Heather Henson ( Ibex Puppetry)

Rainbow Bridge and other Tales by Hobey Ford
and Golden Rod Puppets

Little Pirate Mermaid by Jon Ludwig and
Jason von Hinezmeyer

La Muerta del Ray Farfan or the Toothache of King Farfan
4 by Teatro SEA

i
H  RECORDED MEDIA:

Fantastic Mr. Fox, Coraline, produced by Henry Selick
PANTHER AND CRANE

Ode to Joy produced by Muppet Studios

Quixote by Steven Ritz Barr Classics in Miniature
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N Atime Avur beaRL PU,pp€try
by Nancy Lohman Staub

Researchers have discovered that finger, hand, rod, string, body Some bas-relief sculptures depict men that may have been
and even found object puppets played varied roles in the religious manipulating puppets. A panel from Chinkultic, Chiapis, Mexico
and social life of some Native American cultures. Historically (c.800 C.E.) shows a standing man with a doll hanging from his
shamans used masks and puppets to aid their role as liaisons to the forearm. Alejandro lara-Villaseftor conjectured that the scene rep-
spirit world. to influence the spirits. and in some cases. to convey resents puppetry or ventriloquism since there are "speech scrolls-
an illusion of magical powers. Puppets continue to appear iii some as if the priest were speaking to the onlooker. Jara-Villasefior also
contemporary religious and social ceremonies. Examples of Native described a fire serpent from the Mexica Aubin Codex (1300-1521
American Puppets can be found in several museums including C.E.) as made of feathers and paper. with a tongue that was moved
the National Museum of the American Indian (home to the Heye up and down.
Foundation Collection) in Washington. D.C. and New York City. Archaeological sites revealed clay dolls with articulated limbs
The Museo Nacional de Anthropologia in Mexico City, and the dated as early as 300 C. E. These figures represent Mayan. Totonaca,
Provincial Museum of British Columbia are among the others. Teotihuacan, Tiaxcalteca, Choluteca. and Mexica cultures and range

The term Native American refers to the people who migrated from 2 to 20 inches in height. Natural fibers connected the separate
to the Americas from Asia across the Bering land bridge during limbs, arms and/or legs, to the body. One figure ascribed to the
the Ice Age. Archaeologists debate the dates, with the earliest Tonaca Cutlure has a hole in its head, possibly to insert a cord or rod
evidence of migrants estimated in a range from 12,00() to 40,000 to manipulate the doll. The movable limbs of these dolls provoked
years ago. The indigenous population has been estimated as high the theory that they were used as puppets in ceremonies, but they
as 90 million in the mid 16%entury. By 1990, one census claimed could have been simply children's toys.
only 2 million and 26.3 million Native Americans lived in North In the Southwestern United States, the Hopi Indian pueblo dwell-
America and Latin America respectively. Europeans discovered ers still hold religious ceremonies with masked men personifying
over 2000 distinct languages in the Americas, but more than half kachinas, who are spirits. The men carve dolls representing the
have disappeared. with many more endangered. kachinas and present them to all women and girls. and very young

Puppets were documented as early as, the 16'*' century in Mex- boys. The dolls. like kachina masks, are made from cottonwood.
ico among the Mayans and Toltecs. The Hopi of the Southwestern These dolls are safeguarded, because they bring benefits associated
United States. the Kwakiutl and others of the Northwest Coast of with the kachinas.
North America, and the Yupik of western Alaska still perform There are Hopi puppets, which like the dolls, resemble and
ceremonies with puppets. There is some evidence of puppetry retain the essence of kachinas. Examples of this tradition are the
among the Zuni and Navaho of the Southwest. as well as among Corn Maiden puppets. They are designed to look like the kachina
select Native American cultures of the Plains and Woodlands of dancer S'alako. Their manipulators hide behind a screen and control
the United States. the puppets with strings to grind corn in a special ceremony. At one

In South America, documentation of Native American pup- point, the manipulator grabs a brush with his own hands to sweep
petry is slim. Andreo Rodolfo Sirolli attributed some archaic clay the stone, but maintains the illusion that the puppet is doing it. The
heads from Northwest Argentina as puppets, having observed In- Corn Maiden Puppets are given artificial hearts and are considered
dians playing with similar ones on their fingers. He theorized that to be living and feeling beings. Before each performance. the pup-
many clay figures found in South America might have been used pets are renewed and given new hearts.
as puppets, based on puppet traditions observed in several cultures Because the Hopi are farmers living in an arid climate. they
around the world including Central America and Mexico. hold a Water Serpent Ceremony. documented as early as 1881. to

Popot Vith or El Libro del Consejo (The Book of Counsel). bring rain . According to the report , the manipulators hid behind a
a mid-16~ century document from the Quiche Mayan culture. painted screen while poking water serpent hand puppets through
include% an allegory describing men as manikins made of wood holes in it. Kooyemsis (Mudhead Clowns) comically struggled
who had no wisdom in their heads "...before their manufacturers. to overcome the serpents. Another type of kachina dancer used
their builders, theirprocreators, their animators." Spanish writers one arm to wrestle with a puppet serpent worn on his other arm. A
in Mexico observed puppetry among native populations as early fake arm attached to the serpent completed the illusion. In the Water-
as the 16'~ century. Bernal Diaz del Castillo described puppets in Vase Serpent Ceremony  water serpent puppets emerged from pots.
his accounting of the Cortds expeditions , Historia Verdadera de Concealed manipulators controlled the puppets by strings hung over
la conquista de la Nueva Espaiia (True History of the Conquest rafters as the Mudheads subdued the serpents .
of New Spain , 1632 ). In his Historia de las ('usas de la Nueva In both the Corn Maiden Ceremony and the Water Serpent
Expana (History of Things of New Spain), Friar Bernardo de Ceremony. sandpiper puppets scurried back and forth along a rod at
Sahagan, who died in 1590, reported a performance by a Toltec the top of the screens, controlled by strings. Their heads nodded as
shaman who made a tiny figure dance in the palm of his hand, if pecking the corn meal fed them by kachina dancers. Reportedly,
apparently a success as some of the marketplace crowd were the puppet ceremonies still take place in the Hopi kivas. which are
trampled in the rush to see it. underground ceremonial chambers.
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The nearby Zuni. inheritors of the same culture as the Hopi. worn as headdress masks, and there is one type of huge articulated
carve kachina dolls. Although the dolls' arms are articulated, there whale "mask" that was strapped to the dancer's back.
is no evidence they served in any performances. Existing illustra- Other puppets were independent of masks. Puppet birds flew
tions document Shalakos (Zuni dancers hidden by cloth costumes through the air with strings hung over rafters, and others were
while carrying masks on long poles), which may be classified as lowered through the smoke hole. In one ceremony reported, a bird
body puppets. puppet stole a person puppet's head and then returned it. A frog with

The Navaho is a neighboring culture of the Hopi and Zuni. In rollers was pulled with strings along the ground, as was a crab that
1882, a Navaho Ceremony was reported in which an eagle feather has hinged claws and legs. A salmon puppet was seen to jump out
danced upright in a basket. A manipulator synchronized the feather of water and a whale puppet was pulled by a canoe. With control
with a boy dancer's movements using concealed strings. A similar strings hidden underground, human puppets buried in boxes popped
dance was reported to take place among the Hopi. An animated up on cue. Some incredibly beautiful large human figures. with
feather could be considered a found object puppet. sophisticated movable joints, could stride across the performance

The Northwest Coast Native Americans inhabit the Pacific area. One such figure has flaps that open to reveal an inner image
shoreline from the Alaskan panhandle to Puget Sound. The most hidden within its chest.
common ceremony of the Northwest Coast Native Americans was The flickering fire in the center of the huge ceremonial room
the potlatch, which is documented as early as 1792. The potlatch left shadowy corners to hide the manipulators and make the strings
validated the host's rank and privileges, which included the right virtually invisible. Underground tunnels facilitated miraculous
to use certain masks and perform special dances and legends. A appearances and disappearances. Because shamans used puppet
potlatch would last several days including performances, lavish trickery to enhance their power, the mechanics ofpuppets and masks
feasts. and donation of gifts to the witnesses. The Canadian govern- were jealously guarded. In the past, anyone who revealed the secrets
ment banned potlatches in 1884. because officials and missionaries could have been put to death.
criticized the vast expenditures of wealth. Some, particularly among The Inuit inhabit the Arctic area of North America. Carved
the Kwakiutl, defiantly continued their practice. The law was fi- wooden mechanical figures were found among most Inuit groups and
nally rescindedin 1951,and the United States Congress passed the are still seen today among the Yup'ik speakers of Western Alaska.
American Indian Religious Freedom Act in 1978 making potlatches As early as 1842. a Russian navy lieutenant witnessed puppets near
legal. Among others. the Lelooska family in Ariel, Washington State St. Michael in a village ceremony. He described owls with flapping
currently performs Kwakiutl potlatches. wings, sea gulls diving for fish, and ptarmigans pecking at each

Some North West other. Descriptions by
Coast Native American others tell of human
puppets were mount- replicas that moved,
ed on carved wood- talked and even walked
en masks. which the across the room illumi-
masked dancers con- ~ 1 nated by oil lamps and
trolled with concealed 4/.74 candles.
strings. An octopus. a ,···pr. g7; Ceremonies to cel-
dogfish. a two-headed ebrate important occa-
snake. a heron, and an sions and ensure suc-
owl as well as articu- cessful hunting were
lated human figures are held in community
among them. Figures !,91 4*' houses. One carved
with movable parts were ivory model depicts a
worn as headdresses in- *4 ~ 6 ceremony in which a
cluding some represent- person is manipulating
ing corpses. One corpse a whale that was raised
puppet was worn on and lowered, attached
the dancer's neck with to a string over a rafter.
the head of the puppet .

 h
Figures like this would

attached to swivel eas- qualify as puppets, al-
ily giving it incidental though some museum
movement. Some ar- publications describe
ticulated whales were them as dance objects.

Other examples in-
FIGURE BY GEORGE clude an owl with mov-

DAVID FROM NUU-CHAH able wings, a bird withTRIBE,VANCOUVER ISLAND
FOR CARTER FAMILY human legs. a flying

MARIONETTES PHOTO' man. and a man in a
DMITRI CARTER kayak.
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One photo of a contemporary ceremony includes a fully Selected Bibliography
clothed, life-size manikin controlled by strings. One dancer
was seen manipulating an animal bladder with a painted face Fienup-Riordan , Ann . The Living Tradition Of Ytip ' ik Masks .
as if it were a hand puppet. . Trans. Marie Meade. Seattle: U of Washington R 1996.

One Yup'ik contraption, named the "pretend" or "model
universe ," may be called a puppet. It consists of a number Geertz , Armin W. and Michael Lomatuway ' ma . Children Of
of rings connected to each other with rods . Decorated with Cottonwood: Piety and Ceremonialism in Hopi Indian Puppetry .
feathers and down called snowflakes, it was shaken by cords Lincoln: U of Nebraska R 1987.
suspended from the ceiling, to the rhythm of the songs and
drums. Various wooden figures, some of which were ani- Jara-Villasenor, Alejandro. Precolumbian Puppets of
mated . decorated the rings and also appeared on their own . Mesoamerica. Trans . Adriana Robles-Jara . Ed. Terry Tannert.

Some large masks were worn vertically, including full Spec . issue of Tulsa Puppetry Foundation Quarterly
body carvings of whales . Other large masks including one ( April 1994).
of a salmon were hung from the rafters and dancers moved
behind them. One five by five foot loon was described in Jonaitis , Aldona. Chief/v Feasts : The Enduring Kwakitttl
which the dancer moved in the center of the suspended Pottach  Seattle : U of Washington R 1991 .
"mask." These masks could be considered body puppets.
Women danced with small masks on their fingers to enhance Lenz, M'ary lane. The Stuffof Dreams: Native American Dc,Ils.
their movements, and these could be called finger puppets. NY: Museum of the American Indian, 1986.

In other cultural areas of North America, only a few ob-
jects collected might fit the category of puppet. Among the . Smcill Spirits : Native American Dolls from the
plains Native Americans , the Sioux had horse dance sticks National Museum c,f the American Indian . Seattle and London :
that were carried by dancers to represent horses ridden into U of Washington R 2004.
battle. Among the Woodlands people, the Ojibwa had "jug-
gler" dolls, and the Menominee had some human figures -Native Americans." Microsoft Encarta Encyclopedia,
attached by strings to sticks. 2001 ed.

These examples enumerate a few puppetry traditions
found in the multiplicity of Native American cultures . Only Sirolli , Antonio Rodolfo. Titeres Prehispanicos?
a few Native Americans had writing systems. and puppets Argentina: Instituto de Antropologia y Ciencias Afines. 1971.
often disintegrate, but we can conjecture that more traditions
existed. Some Native American puppetry, particularly among
the Hopi, the Kwakiutl and the Yup'ik of North America, has
endured to this day having reached a high level of artistry

~UPPETRY ~NTERNATIONAL Avp/*"tul
WELCOMES SUBMISSIONS

. 1-'.-0,6·*']:*1Themes for upcoming issues in(lude: fs, ·r,s >*21 '':7&
Spring 2011-TOY THEATER ( 'rk r ,#*:'* ..r
Fall 2011- PUPPETS & RACE \~/~ Nancy Staub was the Artistic Director of the 1980

UNIMA World Puppetry Festival in Washington, DC.
See submission guidelines on our website

She has been a theatre director, and is a consultant
to the Center for Puppetry Arts in Atlanta.
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Pro~ tu 00(1£61iml d tu ct·v~ty -~oy Pupp€tvy Arts, Atla*Ul GA

THIS PRE-COLUMBIAN FIGURE, AND
THE FIGURE ON PAGE 44, ARE TWO . f . -,-

OF THE OLDEST OBJECTS IN THE
COLLECTION AND ARE PRESUMED TO

HAVE TAKEN PART IN SHAMANISTIC

PERFORMANCES DURING RELIGIOUS Zil-' . 3: *. *'
RITUALS. THEY HAVE A HOLE ON

EACH OF THE SIDES THAT WOULD r.imr 'I*e: -2 *IN:sl
HAVE HELD ARMS THAT COULD ~_m~.4"11=17/AL * 4 7-

- 41-
BE ARTICULATED.

GIFT OF NANCY LOHMAN STAUB

NUU-CHAH-NULTH ,
 -~.vi44* .IN<r' 1.,

TRANSFORMATION PUPPET. ..ill /- .- 06*JA=
FIGURE & LONGHOUSE, GEORGE DAVID 1 Wy-f/*Al -\-

COMMISSIONED BY NANCY LOHMAN STAUB
ti~lill

Ch,

f
1

PHOTOS: MELISSA MCCARRIAGHER

YUPIK OWL, HAND CARVED BY AN i
ESKIMO ELDER TAKE A LOOK AROUND THE CENTER'S EXHIBIT:

.FROM EMMONIK, AK
FOR USE IN POTLATCH CEREMONIES. • 4 www.puppet.org/museum/

2OTH CENTURY VeWebsite/exhibitd/vexmaind.htm
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FRANK BALLARD a*tol tke Av,tertful PufpeE Kepwks akloe
by John Bell

The death of puppeteer Frank Ballard on June 4.2010 marked the the adverse conditions under which Ballard created and nurtured
end of one of the strongest influences on American puppet theater his puppet program, but also the wide-ranging popular support he
in the second half of the 20'~ century. Jim Henson and his col- cultivated for it throughout the university and in the larger commu-
leagues have revolutionized the possibilities of puppetry as a tilm nity of Storrs. Astonishing asthisstory now may seem. one cannot
and television medium. and Peter Schumann's Bread and Puppet be surprised by the challenges posed by Ballard's own institutional
Theater has shown how puppetry can be a medium for "serious colleagues, because they simply reflect the status ofAmerican pup-
and/or political performance. Over the 50-year period of his work petry in the mid-60%-a low-culture art form with a murky past and.
at the University of Connecticut, Frank Ballard's development of a from the perspective of most academics. not worth much value as
conservatory-based puppetry program not only produced well-re- a subject of study or instruction. By dint of his tireless energy and
spected and influential puppeteers for television. film. and all forms ability to inspire those around him. Ballard made the puppet program
of live performance from Broadway to school assemblies, but also thrive. but it appears that many of his university colleagues never
(and perhaps more importantly) established puppetry as a legitimate really understood it. and simply tolerated it instead as a quirky and
area of theater training and, consequently, theater practice. colorful oddity.

Ballard had come to Connecticut in 1956 as a set designer and Forty-five years later, the situation of puppetry has changed. and
technical director, even before UConn's Dramatic Arts Department the Puppet Arts Program Ballard started, now under the direction
had been established. Always interested in puppetry (he had been of Bart Roccoberton, has its own substantial facilities. a technical
performing puppet shows since the age of five). Ballard started the supervisor, a sister program in the Ballard Institute and Museum
university's puppet program in 1965. while the acting chair of his of Puppetry (where this writer works), and strong support from the
department was on sabbatical (as the story has it). so that by the time School of Fine Arts and the University of Connecticut as a whole.
the chair returned, the Puppet Arts Program was already in place and And yet the status of puppetry as an art form is still contested in aca-
attracting students. The sketchy nature of the program's founding demia: a challenge to traditional concepts of theater and drama.
is not simply another aspect of the popular image of puppeteers as How did it happen that Frank Ballard managed to have suffi-
wily survivors who exploit any available opportunity to stay alive. cient confidence in puppetry to withstand the challenges he faced
but also a measure of the highly ambiguous status of the United in establishing it as an academic discipline? Born in 1929 in Alton.
States's only university-level puppet program (until the creation Illinois, next to the Mississippi River, right across from Missouri.
of the Cotsen Center for Puppetry and the Arts at the California and not too far from St. Louis. Frank started making puppets at the
Institute of Arts in 1998) during Ballard's entire career. By this I age offive, with theencouragement, he said, of his Aunt Margaret
mean to say that Ballard's success in establishing the UConn Pup- and the assistance, according to some newspaper articles. of his
pet Arts Program was eternally accompanied by doubts about its brother Irwin and his sister Alice. In the Frank Ballard papers at
cultural legitimacy and value, even among Ballard'sown colleagues. Ballard Institute there is a small hand-written note to him. signed
Ballard's UConn puppet program appeared to announce to the world by two puppeteers: Romaine and Ellen Proctor. It just says "best
that the United States had joined the ranks of the prestigious pup- regards" from them both, but Ballard kept this in his scrapbook to
pet schools of Prague. Barcelona. Charleville-MtziBres, Moscow, commemorate that meeting, which could well have taken place
and Berlin, but while those institutes generally enjoyed a European after one of Ballard'+ marionette shows in the early 194(}s. during
understanding of puppetry as an art form with a substantial tradition the war, when he had already created his own marionette company
and undeniable legitimacy, and thus also could count on institutional as a teenager. (Or did the meeting result from Ballard visiting the
support for faculty and facilities, Ballard's program in the United Proctors' Puppet Institute at the Peoples' Art Center in St. Louis in
States was basically a one-man operation, housed for most of its 1944?) We don't yet know the details, but this connection to the
life in the basement ofa UConn dormitory, far from the workshops. Proctors is important.
classrooms, and rehearsal spaces of the more "legitimate" aspects Romaine and Ellen Proctor were from Springfield, Illinois. not
of theater study. too far from Alton, and they toured all across the Midwest in the

At a memorial service for Frank Ballard in Storrs last June , a 1930s and 40 ,< with marionette shows like Jack cuid tile Beanstalk.
retired UConn Facilities Operations manager told me that . when the Little Black Sambo, Punch and Judy. and Hansel and Gretel . They
fledgling puppet program was given its first home in the dormitory had converted a Springfield movie house into a puppet theater in
basement. Ballard asked him to come over to help install lights. 1935, and they taught children's classes in puppetry through the
The underground space designated for Ballard's workshop. storage. Springfield Art Association. In other words. they were success-
classroom, and rehearsal space had only one lightbulb mounted in ful, they were professionals, and they were good examples for a
the middle of the basement, and there was no money in the depart- young puppeteer. The Proctors were an important part of the birth
ment budget for more fixtures. The Facilities manager told me he of modern American puppetry. which had started in the Midwest
secretly installed lighting throughout the space. a sign not only of in the first decade of the last century at the Chicago Little Theatre.
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and had then spread to Cleveland, Detroit, and b.'~.* . I.- 1-----

other Midwest cities and towns large and small.
''where young artists hadjuststarted tounderstand -

the wide array of possibilities that puppets could , r,=~ n
offer American audiences caught in a time of
economic trouble and war. , 1 I k - -If the Proctors had seen one of Ballard's per- -/'./.
formances, which one was it? The one covered . .

 .«44*1/
in an Alton newspaper as"Puppet Show Given ~'
At Little Theater'i Or was it the one described I.1 y al'In A
in an article titled "Young Puppeteer Shows the
Ropes To Rotary Club "? (ln this article, Bal-
lard is 18. and he's already doing Aida!) It is knot clear when exactly it could have happened,
but there must have been a moment of connee- ~
tion-marked by the note that Ballard saved all '
his life-when he saw that his puppet shows, tal ./7which were already enthralling his family,
friends, teachers, and neighbors, were part of a
larger world of performance. including not just
the Proctors, but Martin and Olga Stevens from
Indiana. Marjorie Batchelder from Ohio, Paul
McPharlin of Detroit, Helen Haiman Joseph of
Cleveland. and Fredrik Chramer in Chicago. The
larger world also extended to the special effects 1
in movies from Hollywood, and the very unusual
performances in Java, Japan, China and beyond I....A
that Americans could find out about i f they were FRANK BALLARD , WORKING ON MASKS FOR LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS

interested. The "beyond" brought Frank out of
Alton. and lead him to higher studies (an MFA
from the University of Illinois in 1953), acting
and directing, teaching positions, -./.1 FAtelevision work, set design, and 7#*« 1
then finally to UConn, where it oc-
curred to him sometime in 1961 to
start a program devoted to teaching
the art of puppetry. --

Frank Ballard made this happen
because back in Altoninthe 1940she , 4
had had aglimpse of what the puppet ,
possibilities were, experiencing first-
hand the initial wave of the American
puppet renaissance. Drawing strength
from that, he ran with the idea all ·'
the way to Storrs. where, despite the
indifference of some of his peers, but
with the help and support of his family,
neighbors. friends and colleagues, he ~.
began to change the way puppetry was
understood in the United States . THE QUEEN OF THE NIGHT, THE MAGIC FLUTE

DR . BEGRIFFENFELDT, PEER GYNT, 1973
PHOTOS TOP: PETER J. CROWLEY, DEPARTMENT OF

DRAMATIC ARTS ARCHIVES BOTTOM : RoLANDE DUPREY
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|4601'M PUppiteerS (abridged)
by Rolande Duprey

While many of the puppetry students that studied with Mr. Ballard Roger DuPen , who performed in H. M. S . Pinatore. ended up
went on to become puppeteers in their own right, others became as Artistic Director for the ill-fated New England Puppet Opera.
teachers , engineers . or business people . Some of the teachers that based in Keene , NH . Norma Chartoff, who worked on Peer Gynt.
took Frank's summer courses for teachers used puppetry in their continues to design for theatre in New York City.
classrooms. One of them, Tom Fogarty. served on the board of Richard Termine, Jan (Rosenthal) Stefura, Pam Arciero
Puppeteers of America, and is President of the Connecticut Guild Heather Ashe, Tim LaGasse, among others. worked for [Jim]
of Puppetry. John Mayer, having received his M.A. in puppetry Henson Associates after graduating from the program.
(he performed in Babes in Toyland) went on to teach and admin- Other students returned to the University to help in the depart-
ister at area schools - eventually hiring other UConn puppetry ment. Janibeth Johnson, one of the first puppetry students, worked
graduates. Steve Brezzo, who was the first M.HA. in puppetry in long after graduation developing overhead shadows for Ballard
1974. worked for years as the director of the San D jego Museum, shows. In the eighties. she spearheaded the movement that had
and is now on the Board of Directors for the Ballard Institute and been talked about since the seventies.
Museum of Puppetry. Tom Keegan has started up a UConn Pup- Susan (Doyle) Tolis. her freshman year highlighted by her
petry Alumni page on Facebook. performance in H.M.S. Pi,/a/bre, now supervises the Costume

Eileen Packard, now a kindergarten teacher, was in the cast Shop at UConn.
of The Mikado. She had her own production company, Peanut As an undergraduate in technical theatre. Jack Nardi designed
Butter Jam , which featured live music and puppetry. Michael and built the bridge for Peer Gy,it ( 1973 ). Later hired on as Tech -
Michanczyk , ( performed with Frank in Samson and Delilah and nical Director for the Jorgensen Theater ( Frank Ballard ' s original
developed a puppet theatre in Plantsville , Connecticut called Pup- post), he designed and built the double bridge for The Magic Flute
pets and Other Things. Bonny Hall and Jamie Keithline, who met (1986), also used for H.M.S. Pinatbre (1989).
at UConn, perform as Crabgrass Puppet Theatre. The University. and the Department of Dramatic Arts. has

Brad Williams and Bart Roccoberton began Pandemonium grown since Frank was hired in 1956. The Department now has
Puppet Company during their time as graduate students. Brad went three theaters, a new library, and several buildings at the Depot
on to work on projects both on the stage and in television. Bart Campus. where the Puppetry Complex and the Ballard Institute
Roccoberton. hired to teach puppetry when Frank retired in 1990, and Museum of Puppetry are housed.
continues to do projects under Pandemonium's banner. There are many more people who have put a great deal of

Others that developed their own puppet theatres include Leslie energy, toil and sweat into making UConn a center of puppetry. I
Weinberg (Magic· Flute 'S Assistant Director ) with Puppetsweat : do not know them :111 . They are like stitches in a guilt - you can -
Sandy (Bellock) Listorti ( another Magic Flute alum ) with Merry not count how many there are . But each participates in making
Tales Puppet Theatre, and Valerie Scott (Fantastic ks builder) with it stay together.
Choices: An Educational Puppet Program, hiring former student
Elizabeth Wadsworth (Magic Flute). Spring Burrington Reiss Rolande Duprey earned both her BFA and MFA at
developed her own Spring's Puppets, becoming perhaps the only UConn. She is the founder and Artistic Director of Purple
marionettist ever to perform on stilts doing walk-around mari- Rock Productions. Purple Rock performers include for-
onettes (to the live music provided by husband Martin). mer UConn students Matt Leonard, Sandy Bellock Lis-

Deb and Tony Petzold, who worked with Frank on three of torti, Elizabeth Wadsworth, Robert Laughlin and (director)
his last productions (The Magic Flute, Little Shop of Horrors Drew Scott .
·and H. M. S. Pinatore), now live in Washington State , where Tony
teaches at Centralia College . Rolande Duprey hax had a long association with the University

Several students went on to work on various projects for other of Connectictit ptippetry program. For her complete article on
companies . Steve Kaplin worked with Bread and Puppet and Frank Ballard and the effect of the UConn program on American
now works with Great Small Works and Chinese Theatreworks . Puppetry, go to :
Barbara Pollitt has worked for directors George White and Julie www.unima-usa.org/publications
Taymor, among others. Lisa Sturz's resumt is a veritable who's
who in puppetry.

PHOTOGRAPHS: PETER J. CROWLEY,

DEPARTMENT OF DRAMATIC ARTS ARCHIVES, UCONN
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MR. BALLARD SHOWING THE AUTHOR HIS DRAFTING

FOR THE WHALE IN H. M. S. PINAFORE, 1989

A

SANDY BELLOCK LISTORTI, TONY PETZOLD AND HEATHER AsHE

OPERATING ROD PUPPETS IN H. M. S. PINAFORE

DEB PETZOLD WORKING ON THE LARGE PLANT FOR ~ *~'

LITTLE SHOP oF HORRORS, 1987 ~



BOOK REVIEW

Thk Itall#wl PlqftTlte~er: Theater ( 2004)- have also been valuable contributions to our
understanding of the puppet past. but his new study of Italian pup-A Hi*yy petry is more focused than his continent-wide collaboration with
Pratasik. and on the other hand more diverse than his 2004 focus on
string marionettes in England. The Italian Puppet Theater takes on
a subject of great diversity and richness, and with impeccable skill
explains its variations, developments, contrasts. and connections to
other performance forms in a compact but rich prose style.

Starting with the rough knowledge we have of the subject from
the 16'b to the 181'1 century, McCormick traces the development of
Italian puppetry into its rich "Golden Age" in the 19"i century, and
through the massive cultural challenges all puppeteers faced in the
20~ century, to the present when, surprisingly enough. Italian pup-
petry has survived in a variety of old and new forms. The broad
strokes of the study are differentiated by geography-the richly
different cultures and languages of northern. central. and southern

u / 1 - .5- " 1!I.,0=r~ regions of Italy: and form-marionettes and glove puppets for the
most part, until shadow puppets and object theater began to take

McCormick's writing brings to mind the magisterial style of E.
< hold in the late 20"1 century.

K. Chambers, the British historian whose two-volume history The
r Medieval Stage(1904)isequally grand and detailed. The tone of this

kind of writing is confident and assured. and with an expansive but
nonetheless personal point of view. you are taken on a journey with a
knowledgeable guide who fills you in on the details and background
while maintaining his focus on the grand themes of the story.

It is all here: the emergence of traveling. family-based puppet
troupes, and then the establishment of permanent puppet theaters
in both northern cities (the Colla and Lupi dynasties in Milan and
Turin respectively) and the south (the Napoli family of Catania and
the Cuticchios of Palermo) during the 1800s. McCormick deftly

by John McCormick, marks the importance of Italy's many regional dialects and their
with Alfonso Cipolla and Alessandro Napoli relation to such popular comic characters as Gianduja. Pulcinella.

302 pp. Mcfarland & Company. 2010. $49.95. and Peppiniu; and the fluid popularity of different techniques-the
large-scale rod marionettes of the opra dei pupi in the south and the

The emergence of a substantial body of good writing about puppet string marionettes of the northern companies: and the development
history has long seemed like a slow. hard dog, marked by a few of regional styles of handpuppetry. The analysis of puppetry is dif-
tantalizing works here and there every few years, and long dry spells ferent from "normal" theater history because it constantly demands
in between . Charles Magnin 's 1852 Histoire des niariolinettes en a multi -faceted approach to the different aspects of the form : sculp-
Ettrope was a remarkable start : Paul McPharlink The Puppet The- ture , painting- movement . music . text . elocution . and dramaturgy.
atre in America : A History in \949 was a promising first step in the not to mention cultural and economic contexts . McCormick cov-
New World (that has never been followed up), George Speaight's ers all these subjects with a deceptively fluid grace. For example.
1955 History of the English Puppet Theater was fascinating and his discussion of the complex connections between puppetry and
idiosyncratic. and Charles Fournel ' s L'histoire vkritable de Gitignol the commedia dell ' arte traditions of masked performance is deft ,
in 1975 was noteworthy because it drew so much of interest and economical and sophisticated; likewise his understanding of the
value from a single puppet tradition. But otherwise, especially in relations between puppetry and mainstream actors' theater.
comparison to the ceaseless regular rhythm of new tomes about Most illuminating is McCormick's sense of Italian puppetry as a
mainstream theater history, the development of puppet history can whole, and its development as a compact spectacle form representing
seem to be a desultory affair. literature, popularculture. politics. and regional identity to audiences

John McCormick has changed all that, at least in terms of Eu- caught in the throes of modern cultural and political upheavals as
ropean puppet history, with The Italian Puppet Theater, a majestic Italy made its rough transition from a collection of independent
and complete analysis of puppetry on the Italian peninsula that is kingdoms to a unified nation state. Because of this strong sense of
stunning in its richness and insights. McCormick's earlier puppet larger contexts (which never overwhelms McCormick's basic love
histories- Popillar Puppet Theatrein Europe, 1800- 1914 (21998 of the puppets themselves), we understand with new clarity how and
effort. written with Bennie Pratasik ) and The Victorian Marionette why Carlo Collodi ' s Pinocchio emerged in print in the 18805 ( and
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NINO INSANGUINE AND TWO OF HIS SONS. CATANIAN MANNER OF OPERATION.

ARCHIVAL PHOTOGRAPH. (COURTESY MUSEO INTERNAZIONALE DELLE MARIONETTE, ANTONIO PASQUALINO)

soon took to the stage as a puppet hero): and how Maria Perego's McCormick does an admirablejob explaining how the avant-garde
table-top rod puppet Topo Gigio emerged from Italian puppetry influences of the Italian futurists (Fortunato Depero, Enrico Pram-
traditions in 1958 to conquer the television medium. Other broad polini. and F. T. Marinetti himself) connected with mainstream
strokes emerge: how the appearance of Thomas Holden's famed puppeteers like the Podreccas and Maria Signorelli to produce
marionette company in the late 1800s prompted an almost immediate fascinating hybrids of modernist and traditional styles.
shift from rod marionettes to string marionettes in northern Italy ; The Italian Puppet Theater is also full of extras : wonderful
how northern marionette theaters were an important element in the diagrams by Clodagh McCormick comparing the structure of north.
popularity of mainstream operas by Verdi and othercomposers: and central, and southern Italian marionettes over three centuries; a
how the development of the classic opra dei pupi in the South, with useful glossary. thorough bibliography: and two extra chapters,
its focus on chivalric epics of Charlemagnek court, came to reflect by Alfonso Cipolla and Alessandro Napoli, respectively covering
complex regional identity and pride in the 19~ century, and then, the Lupi family of Turin and the Napoli family of Catania. These
because of its conservative aesthetics. faced almost fatal challenges two chapters are interesting addenda because they offer a specific
in the 20'~ century. In all of this. McCormick never loses sight of focus on two important Italian puppet companies. Napoli begins
larger contexts: for example, the pressures of the church and state his analysis of his family's puppet history from a linguistic and
on puppet satire which always tended to push up to and sometimes semiotic perspective (a highly useful scholarly approach pioneered
beyond the bounds of respectability. (Fascists in the 1920sand 3(}s, by Umberto Eco, Janne Vibaek, and Antonio Pasqualino), but the
for example, disliked the Sicilian puppet theater's love of brigand jargon-laden and often clunky prose of this style above all makes one
stories that promoted defiance of the police and the state.) appreciate the richer and more welcoming writing of McCormick.

A difference between puppet theater and actors' theater, McCor- One of the dangers of the all-embracing approach to theater
mick notes, is that puppet forms, as "popular" theater, are far more history taken by McCormick is that a full recounting of a rich past
resistant to change. As a result, Italian puppet companies persisted can become a series of lists of performers, characters, play titles,
with traditional stories, characters and techniques throughout the and cities. McCormick sometimes falls prey to this urge (perhaps
1 9th and 20'h centuries. even as actors' theater and newer forms such it is unavoidable), but more than redeems himself by creating a
as film and television irrevocably changed the cultural landscape. broad understanding of a wide-ranging story, an approach that al-
While such traditionalism made Italian puppetry appear somewhat lows the reader to understand deep connections and developments
backward . it also gave the form the strength to survive . and , para- in moments ofimmensely satisfying revelation . The Italian Puppet
doxically. offered puppeteers from the early 20"' to the early 21" Theater is a triumph and an inspiration; a wonderful fulfillment of
centuries the confidence to explore new forms of live performance. the promise of puppet history.

review by John Bell
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doors to puppetry, with the exception of the University of Veracruz, convention and transform their work in order to join the younger
where only one course is offered. The efforts of Titerfas lab was cut generation in generating a series of new possibilities.
short by lack of government support. Even though it is necessary for The time is over for family companies that do everything: it
youngsters to learn the craft. it is just as necessary for them to experi- is now time for organized professional companies that can assien
ment with new materials, new tendencies and storytelling techniques, tasks in order to participate in a more competitive market. For
always cognizant of history, so as not to try and discover the black that. it is necessary to continue with the drive towards profes-
thread, but rather to learn and sew with it.* sionalization, updating of skills. discipline, work, and more work.

Another missing link has been a festival that takes a chance with Young people and people with a young attitude shall speak.
groups of new directors in order to provide for new paths: or perhaps
there has been a lack of young directors, or there are a limited number C*sar Taveras isthe Director of Baul Teatro, a puppet theatre
of them. especially those with a vision to change how puppets are made troupe in Monterrey, IVIexico. He produces an inter-national
and to experiment with storytelling. puppet festival, FestiBaul, and runs a puppet museum,

When referring to new generations, wemustalsoconsiderthatwhat Casadelos Titeres. He is the current president of UNIMA-
we need are puppeteers with a history, who are willing to break with M*xico and is part of UNIMA's North American Commission.
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Jim Henson: Wonders from

His Workshop
Highlighting some of the performance and design

contributions Jim Henson and his collaborators
have made to the world of puppetry, this exhibit

features the technological advances behind Fraggle
Rock, Labyrinth and more. Come and experience

past and current innovations that continue to
inspire puppeteers and audiences around the

world. On loan from The Henson Family Collection
courtesy of The Jim Henson Legacy and The

Jim Henson Company.

THE CENTERALSO OFFERS
live performances, Distance Learning and

other educational programs, Create-A-Puppet
Workshops, off-site exhibits around Atlanta,

and our Museum's permanent collection
and other special exhibits.

¥*em DVDs Avai/ab/el

1 9 49// 25* Lbl////3.1

ILLL Tlltitall,~

Titles include Tales of Edgar Allan Poe, Beauty and the Beast,
The Shoemaker and the Elves, Dinosaurs, and American Ta// Talesi

Check out our Museum Store or shop online
at www.puppet.org to collect the entire set!

CENTER FOR www.puppet.org • Ticket Sales 404.873.3391
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